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Overview 

This project goes into the videoconferences world and, being more specific, in 
Ultragrid’s use searching as an achievement the analysis and upgrade of its 
characteristics. 

Firstly, the different protocols required to make possible a videoconference are 
studied. With the obtainned results, Ultragrid is analyzed, showing the different  
followed methods, to check the correct use or not that Ultragrid make of this 
protocols. By this point, if the changes are needed, it would proceed to achieve 
an standard software run making possible the compatibility with another 
videoconference systems (using always video data without compression). 

The next step is to implement a flow control based on video stream to make 
the Ultragrid’s use possible in more restrictive networks without compromise its 
smooth running. This new algorithm must control the used bandwidth making it 
adequate everytime to the permitted maximum bandwidth  

In other way, the system latencies are studied to find the optimum configuration 
and as a result, obtainning the minimum total latency. This results are 
compared with the obtainned of other systems studied too, making possible 
distinguish the best option. For the different measurements and, being adapted 
to the specific case of videoconference, a new measurement method is 
developed. 

Finally, the Ultragrid PSNR is studied being able to show in an objectively way 
the image quality obtainned. Other systems are analyzed too being possible 
the choosen of best option. 
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Resum 

Aquest projecte s’endinsa en el món de les videoconferències i, més 
especificament, en l’ús d’Ultragrid, amb la finalitat d’analitzar i millorar les 
prestacions d’aquest software per transmissió serialitzada de video sense 
comprimir en alta definició. 

Primerament s’estudien els protocols necessaris per al correcte funcionament 
d’un programa d’ aquestes carácterístiques. Amb aquesta informació s’analitza 
Ultragrid i es mostren els procediments necessaris seguits per profunditzar en 
la manera en que Ultragrid utilitza aquests protocols i comprobar si compleix 
l’estàndard adequat o no. Des d’ aquest punt i amb els protocols analitzats, es 
de menester realitzar els canvis pertinents per adequar el seu ús al marcat per 
l’ estàndard i conseguir així, compatibilitzar-lo amb qualsevol altre sistema en 
alta definició enviant vídeo sense compressió. 

El següent objectiu és implementar un control de flux per fer possible l’ ús d’ 
aquest software en xarxes més restrictives sense comprometre el seu bon 
funcionament. Aquest nou algoritme s’ ha d’ encarregar de gestionar l’ ample 
de banda emprat pel software fent-lo adequat al màxim permés per la xarxa en 
cada moment. 

D’altra banda es realitza l’estudi de les latències del sistema amb diferents 
variables per trobar la configuració òptima amb la mínima latència respectant 
sempre la qualitat. Es compara la latencia del sistema Ultragrid amb d’altres 
sistemes de videconferència existents. Per realitzar aquest estudi es crea un 
nou mètode de mesura que s’adapta millor a les necessitats del projecte 
(mesura de latències en sistemes d’ enviament de vídeo. 

Finalment, s’estudia la PSNR de l’Ultragrid per poder mostrar objectivament la 
qualitat de la imatge del sistema comparant-la també amb imatges obtingudes 
d’altres sistemes de videoconferència. Per una millor comprenssió es mostren 
les diferents imatges resultants de la aplicació de la PSNR en els sistemes 
estudiats. 
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1. Introduction 
 
From the beginnings of civilization, one of the main significant needs of 
humankind has been the fact of being able to communicate with its 
environment. Due to this reason and unconsciously, the technology has evolved 
in this way trying to carry out this task every time with more options, quality and 
performances. 

The turning point has arrived with the global expansion of the Internet, the 
Network, which could arrive anywhere. Since then, the old communication 
methods (TV, Radio and the Telephone), had their days numbered. The 
Network allows sharing a huge amount of data for everyone and from 
everywhere. This feature became more obvious and necessary as globalization 
arrived; in that moment, the Internet became the most significant knowledge 
network in the world. 

It is now seen as the tendency of society, that the Network goes to the media. 
Every year the media use in the Network increases exponentially, the users 
demands to create and share contents with the rest of community. Want to be 
able to communicate with the other side of the world with equal ease and quality 
with which they communicate with their physical social environment. The trend 
indicates that the network will evolve into a multimedianetwork-oriented, 
prepared to lead all the new media traffic generated. 

The new advantages Internet provides are clear: time and money, saving 
through the appearance of new technologies such as videoconference. 

The videoconferences are becoming more common and useful in different fields 
of society. That is possible due to the technology price drop given. For some of 
these fields the most important aspect is the QoS and a great image resolution 
(for example telemedicine, live important events, …). The HD videoconferences 
can provide these features. The HD services can be used to achieve this 
objective making use of the Internet benefits; 

To improve the features and benefits of the HD videoconference systems, it 
seems necessary to know and study them in order to improve its characteristics 
and benefits.During this project the current videoconferencing systemswill be 
seen, watching their principal characteristics and analyzing their performance. 

Now exist two different platforms to realize this kind of videoconferencing, 
iHDTV and Ultragrid. The initial objective was study both systems, although 
iHDTV studywas not possible due to external causes; failed to get any kind of 
support from its. This factor has caused the entire study is focused on Ultragrid.. 
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1.1. Motivations 
 
During the last years has been demonstrated that, if any system or any 
dispositive has been succed, has been thanks to its compatibility and flexibity 
with others similars and even best relative quality. Normally, by the use of 
different standards. 

With this, the principal project objective has been the study of the different rules 
and standards created to regulate videoconference andassured that Ultragrid 
uses them correctly. To do that has been needed to modify the software making 
it normalized. To reach this objective, it is necessary to know perfectly how the 
system works and the different protocols understood. The required theory, the 
Ultragrid tests and the results are explained on sections 2, 3 and 4 on this 
document. 

The other objective was to check how the software responses depending on the 
network conditions and, if it is necessary, to control this response to permit a 
good software use. This process is described on section 5. 

Finally, in order to know the best videoconference option is necessary to know 
the real system latency and compare it with other systems. This implies the 
choose or the creationof a latency measurement method. Moreover, having 
consideration to the final quality obtained in every videoconference system. On 
the section 6 could be observed the different realized tests, checking and 
results in detail. 
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2. Theorical requirements 
 

2.1. RTP protocol operation 
 

2.1.1. What is RTP 
 
RTP provides end-to-end network transport functions suitable for applications 
transmitting real-time data, such as audio, video or simulation data, over 
multicast or unicast network services; such as videoconferences, for example. 
RTP does not address resource reservation and does not guarantee quality-of-
service for real-time services. 
 
The use of this protocol is justified to transport information that requires an 
especial processing. This information must be available in real time for receptor, 
for this reason must be strictly controlled to permits a correct reception. 
 
Must be clarified that in all communications always exists latency between 
receptor and transmissor. Depends on the applications, the requirements will be 
more or less restrictive although all are real time applications. For example, 
online video visualization through the Network is considerate real time 
application because uses video and audio flows. The same occurs in 
videoconference applications. It’s obvious that the margins of second 
applications are more restrictive. 
 
In general and regarding to real time applications, is important to control the 
latency, jitter and packet order arrival as well losses that might come to assume 
in application to work properly. 
 
RTP functionalities that will be explained in next section control this parameters 
in real time communications. 
 
Finally the RTCP is introduced as an adjacent control protocol to the RTP. The 
RTCP functionality is report the network state to different nodes of 
communication. 
 

2.1.2. RTP functions 
 
Basically the RTP protocol realizes a control task on media data flow, adding for 
example temporal marks and sequence numbers in every data packet to 
identify this in reception. Furthermore, the protocol is capable to identify 
transported information according to this type (audio or video) and separate this 
in diverse flows. The principal functions that can be performed using the RTP 
protocol are: 
 

- Calculate delays in communication. With the temporal marks 
(timestamp), can be know in what moment data have been sent and 
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decide to be useful in the arrival time. 
 

- Synchronize diverse flows if necessary (for example, audio flow 
associated to video). The temporal marks permits execute this 
synchronization.  

 
- In multimedia applications is essential to receive the packets and 

processing in correct order. For this the sequence number is used. 
With this knows what is the next packet to deal, rearrange if necessary 
and calculate the losses in system. In some cases, this sequence 
number is the only way to identify various packets that can transport 
the same temporal mark (is the packet has been fractioned). 

 
- Finally, although is not a specific function of protocol, it is important to 

mention that this do not contemplate the retransmission of data 
because will do not have much sense retransmit information which 
cannot be used. 

 

2.1.3. RTP packets and fields architecture 
 
Below the RTP header described in RFC 4175 (for 720p images) is shown. In 
case of transmit 1080p images less image lines has been fitted and for this, less 
header lines. 
 
Could be observed in RFC 4175 that standard headers are the same described 
in RFC 3550. The difference between one document and the other is that the 
firsts is oriented to uncompressed video flows, while the second is applicable to 
any media application. 
 
For this reason RFC 4175 propose additional headers into payload to make 
possible work with serialized information. 
 

 

Fig. 2.1RTP header format 
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The minimum RTP header size is 12 bytes. 
 
V 

(2 bits) Indicates the version of the protocol. Current version is 2. 
 

P  
(1 bit) Used to indicate if there are extra padding bytes at the end of the 
RTP packet. 
 

X  
(1 bit) Indicates presence of an Extension header between standard 
header and payload data. 
 

CC  
(4 bits) Contains the number of CSRC identifiers that follow the fixed 
header. 
 

M  
(1 bit) Marker bit. If progressive scan video is being transmitted, the 
marker bit denotes the end of a video frame.  If interlaced video is being 
transmitted, it denotes the end of the field.  The marker bit MUST be set 
to 1 for the last packet of the video frame/field.  It MUST be set to 0 for 
other packets. 
 

PT 
(7 bits) Payload Type. A dynamically allocated payload type field that 
designates this as uncompressed video. 
 

Sequence Number 
(16 bits) The low-order bits for RTP sequence number.  The standard 16-
bit sequence number is augmented with another 16 bits in the payload 
header in order avoid problems due to wrap-around when operating at 
high rate rates. 
 

Time Stamp 
(32 bits) For progressive scan video, the timestamp denotes the 
sampling instant of the frame to which the RTP packet belongs.  Packets 
MUST NOT include data from multiple frames, and all packets belonging 
to the same frame MUST have the same timestamp. 
 
For interlaced video, the timestamp denotes the sampling instant of the 
field to which the RTP packet belongs.  Packets MUST NOT include data 
from multiple fields, and all packets belonging to the same field MUST 
have the same timestamp.  Use of field timestamps, rather than a frame 
timestamp and field indicator bit, is needed to support reverse 3-2 
pulldown. 
 

SSRC 
(32 bits) Synchronization source identifier uniquely identifies the source 
of a stream. 
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Extended Sequence Number 

(16 bits) The high order bits of the extended 32-bit sequence number, in 
network byte order. 
 

The next headers include next to the sequence number and consist of 3 fields 
of 16 bits each. 
 
Line No 

(15 bits) Scan line number of encapsulated data, in network byte order. 
Successive RTP packets MAY contains parts of the same scan line (with 
an incremented RTP sequence number, but the same timestamp),if it is 
necessary to fragment a line. 
 

Offset 
(15 bits) Offset of the first pixel of the payload data within the scan line. If 
YCbCr format data is being transported, this is the pixel offset of the 
luminance sample; if RGB format data is being transported, it is the pixel 
offset of the red sample; if BGR format data is being transported, it is the 
pixel offset of the blue sample. The value is in network byte order.  The 
offset has a value of zero if the first sample in the payload corresponds to 
the start of the line, and increments by one for each pixel. 
 

F 
(1 bit) Field Identification identifies which field the scan line belongs to, 
for interlaced data.  F=0 identifies the first field and F=1 the second field. 
For progressive scan data (e.g., SMPTE 296M format video), F MUST 
always be set to zero. 
 

Length 
(16 bits) Numbers of octets of data included from this scan line, in 
network byte order.  This MUST be a multiple of the pgroup value. 
 

C 
(1 bit) Continuation determines if an additional scan line header follows 
the current scan line header in the RTP packet.  Set to 1 if an additional 
header follows, implying that the RTP packet is carrying data for more 
than one scan line.  Set to 0 otherwise.  Several scan lines MAY be 
included in a single packet, up to the path MTU limit. The only way to 
determine the number of scan lines included per packet is to parse the 
payload headers. 
 

2.2. RTCP protocol operation 
 
This section aims to provide a global vision of RTCP operational, their functions 
and the packet types contemplated. This information is extracted from RFC 
3550 (see [1]). 
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2.2.1. What is RTCP? 
 
RTCP provides out-of-band control information for an RTP flow. It partners RTP 
in the delivery and packaging of multimedia data, but does not transport any 
data itself. It is used periodically to transmit control packets to participants in a 
streaming multimedia session. The primary function of RTCP is to provide 
feedback on the quality of service being provided by RTP. 
 
RTCP gathers statistics on a media connection and information such as bytes 
sent, packets sent, lost packets, jitter, feedback and round trip delay. An 
application may use this information to increase the quality of service, perhaps 
by limiting flow or using a different codec. 
 
This protocol does not offer in itself any kind of response to any event on the 
network, but it is a simple informant. The application layer will be the 
responsible for carrying out the relevant actions. 
 

2.2.2. RTCP functions 
 
The RTCP protocol implements four different basically functionalities: 
 

- The principal function is to give information of transmission state and 
quality to the involve nodes. This is a totally necessary function for RTP 
transport protocol, to be able to implement the flow control and 
congestion. Receiver and Sender Reports provide this information. 
 

- For its implementation, is able to sync to various flows, solving the 
problem involves use of the SSRC from the RTP protocol. This field 
identifies every RTP flow avoiding confusion in the transmission. 
Although, the same source can define additional different flows (for 
example audio and video) with different SSRC. Order to properly 
synchronize, RTCP use a new field called CNAME (canonical name) 
identifying a single emitter. Can be associated diverse SSRC into same 
CNAME. 

 
- To realize the two previous functions, all RTP session nodes send 

RTCP packets. The send tax of these packets should vary depending 
on number of participants in the session, for optimal use of the 
network.  

 
- Finally, as optional RTCP can carry session control information. For 

example, it could carry information regarding the participant 
identification and displayed to the user. 

 
The first three functions must be met in all possible RTCP scenarios, but are 
especially important in multicast sessions. 
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The sending of RTCP packets should be controlled independently from the 
transmitter and receiver to avoid critical situations in unidirectional channels 
where dialogue is impossible for the nodes. 
 

2.2.3. RTCP fields and packets architecture 
 
RTCP packet types defined according to their function and control information 
they carry. Below is a brief summary: 
 

- Sender Report (SR): these send statistics information for receipt and 
transmission. Active transmitters send them. 
 

- Receiver Report (RR): these send reception information statistics. No 
transmitters participants send them. 

 
- SDES (Source DEScription): identifies source, including CNAME. 

 
- BYE: indicates the source disconnection. 

 
- APP: indicates proper application functions. 

 
As seen from the diagrams, all RTCP packets have a fixed part and other 
variable part depending on the type, have different length. This length must be a 
multiple of 32 bits. This is important because several RTCP packets can be 
concatenated without any kind of separation to form a bundle RTCP. 
 

2.3. ULTRAGRID: Basic Operating Principles 
 

2.3.1. What is the ULTRAGRID? 
 
Ultragrid is a videoconference environment capable to transmit high definition 
video (HD-SDI). This environment is thought to transmit formats with or without 
compression. In the first case we are talking about DV or JPEG formats while in 
the second case, we are talking about HD signal according to the SMPTE 
292M. In any case, the software architecture is optimized to minimize the 
latencies. 
 

2.3.2. ULTRAGRID working flow and its architecture: 
 
To understand how the software works in the easiest possible way, has been 
used the next schedule. Below all the process wrokflow from the camera 
sampling to the reception display on the screen can be seen (figure 2.2). 

. 
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Fig. 2.2 Complete architecture of an Ultragrid session (see [7]) 

 
The first step consists of extracting the picture captured by the camera frame to 
frame and sends it to the software input (1). Then the signal is processed in the 
encoder input (2) as appropriate: if is needed to send compressed video signal, 
the appropriated codification will be applied. In the other case, if uncompressed 
video signal wants to be sent, the output will return the same signal that has 
been introduced in the encoder input. It is time to pack the information in RTP 
packets (3).These will be added to the send buffer (4) waiting for the complete 
frame. In this moment the packets will be processed by the “RTP Sender” block 
(5), which has the task to add the UDP headers, put these into IP packets and 
finally send it through the network. As can be seen in the figure, the software 
takes the typical control functions in any real-time session using the RTCP 
control channel (6). 

In the reception process, the information would be unpacked following the next 
steps: first of all the RTP packet has been received (7) and added to the 
reception queue (8). In the same way that in the transmission case, the 
software wait for a complete frame before apply the treatment (9). In that “RTP 
Framing” block, the RTP header and the different header lines has been 
extracted. When the useful information is obtained, it is introduced into the 
decoder block (10). That will apply decoding or not in request to the codify 
process applied in transmission. The obtained signal after that process must be 
treated to convert the signal to RGB format (11) that the screen is capable to 
display (12).  
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2.3.3. Comments regarding Ultragrid workflow and its architecture: 
 
It is necessary to be added like a comment, that the rules followed by the 
Ultragrid software to build the RTP headers has been described in the RFC 
3550 (appendix 2) and, in the same way how to build RTP header lines is 
described in the RFC 4175 (appendix 3). Check that this performance is true, is 
one of the principal objectives in the project. If the rules established do not have 
been followed by the software, will proceed to realize the pertinent changes 
needed according the rules descripted. 

Serial video signal (HD-SDI) has been used to realize the appropriate tests, so 
encoders have not beentaken into account. 

In the same way, RTCP control channel must use the same rules specified 
inside the RFC 3550 (appendix 4). To check it is also part of the objective. 

Finally, it is necessary to remark that other Ultragrid modified versions should 
correspond with other lightly different architectures as showed in the figure 2.2 
(Ultragrid 0.3.9.3). 
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3. Ultragrid’s RTP analysis 
 

3.1. RTP transmissions analysis: 
 

3.1.1. Scenario (description): 
 
In order to be able to use the software efficiently, the transmission and 
reception interfaces have been configured with a MTU value equal to 9180 
bytes (JumboFrame). It’s an obligatory condition to increase the useful 
information that can be sended per packet, upgrading efficiency. 

Considering: the JumboFrame capacity, the image format (1280x720 pixels or 
1920x1080pixels) and that 2 bytes (color codification YUV 4:2:2 with 8 bits per 
component) are necessaries to enclose each pixel, we can observe that any 
packet can transport behind two and four frame’s line, having in consideration 
that fragmented lines could be transported. This is the reason to use RTP 
Header Lines explained in the section “ULTRAGRID workflow and its 

architecture”. The mathematical solution to demonstrate this is shown below: 

In the case when 1920x1080 pixels image is used, each line to transmit is 
equivalent to 3840 bytes (2 bytes x 1920 pixels/line). Considering that it is 
necessary to reserve 56 bytes per UDP (8 bytes), IP (20 bytes), Ethernet (18 
bytes) and RTP (14 bytes) headers, 9136 bytes has been left to transport RTP 
header lines and useful information. So the line’s number we can transport in 
any packet is obtained by the next formula: 

  (3.1) 

 
In the case of1280x720 pixels image is used, each line to transmit is equivalent 
to 2560 bytes. As above the necessary space to transport headers has been 
reserved, obtaining the line’s number we can transport by the next formula: 
 

  (3.2) 

 
The above calculations have been realized following the information described 
in RFC 3550 and 4175. Depending of the use that Ultragrid give to the different 
headers these results could be lightly modified. 
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3.1.2. RTP Headers used by Ultragrid: 
 
Under these conditions and, to can analyze bit per bit the transmissions, an 
static image in 1280x720 pixels format had been send by the network while its 
traffic is captured. The motivation to use an static image is to simplify as much 
as possible the scenario. If the same captures aredonewith video, the 
information would change easily adding difficult to the RTP headers research. 
 
In the figure 3.1 could be observed the first RTP packet transmit by Ultragrid 
captured by the sniffing software Wireshark. 
 

 

Fig. 3.1 The first RTP packet 

 
In this the RTP header can be observed, with its fields indicated in the figure’s 
caption. The information before this is owned by the different protocols working 
down the RTP protocol (8 bytes by UDP, 20 bytes by IP and 14 bytes by 
Ethernet II headers). 
 
To continue the analysis, the RTP headers have been breakdown to can see 
the pattern used by Ultragrid more exactly: 
 
The 12 bytes owned by the RTP header have been breakdown by the 
Wireshark and show us the data field using binary code or an integer in the 
Sequence Number and Timestamp case. 
 
10.. .... = Version: RFC 1889 Version (2) V 
 
..0. .... = Padding: False P 
 
...0 .... = Extension: False X 
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.... 0000 = Contributing source identifiers count (CSRC) CC 
 
0.... .... = Marker: False M 
 
Payload Type: Unknown (30) PT 
 
So the encapsulated data is composed by serial video without compression, the 
software could not recognize the payload type contained into RTP packet. 
 
Sequence Number: 55859 Sequence Number 
 
Timestamp: 607102140 Timestamp 
 
Sincronization Source identifier 0x5902b7cd SSRC 
 
The RTP header analysis is finished and has been proved that the use made by 
the Ultragrid software is correct, so differences about the RFC 3550 description 
has not been observed. 
 
Now it is time to analyze the payload, where the RTP header lines should be. 
The following whole section is devoted to that finality by the extension of the 
process. 
 

3.1.3. RTP Header Lines used by Ultragrid: 
 
As it is described in the official Ultragrid web site (see [6]), this software 
structuresits payload following the rules described in the RFC 4175. So the 
section is dedicated to analyze the payload field in a JumboFrame in order to 
prove the accomplishment of these rules and/or justify the necessary changes. 
 
The first fieldto be found is the Extended Sequence Number field but could be 
observed that, or Wireshark is not capable to recognize this, or Ultragrid do not 
use the field. This field, like its name indicates, is an Sequence Number 
extension. The importance of this field lie in cases like ours, when the packet 
transmission rate used is high and the Sequence Number should not be enough 
and these should be obsoletes in a short time period. In this case, two packets 
should be marked with the same Sequence Number provoking reception errors. 
 
Using Extended Sequence Number, these problems could be avoided, although 
two packets use the same Sequence Number, the Extended Sequence Number 
must be upgraded in the second,avoiding the confusion in the receptor. In order 
to confirm if the field exists, it is necessary to analyze the first pair of bytes in 
the Payload. If the field exists, is the only place where this could be (after the 
SSRC field). Through observation of different captures, it is observed that in 
every Sequence Number cycle there is not any change in other complementary 
fields, so these demonstrate that Ultragrid does not use this field and it should 
be added after the analysis for fully compatibilization. 
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In this point, with the certainty that the Extended Sequence Number does not 
exist, the Payload analysis had been started. This field must contain the useful 
information transported in a JumboFrame. But, in this case, must have been 
considered that, before the information, are indispensable the RTP header 
lines. Without this information, Ultragrid cannot treat correctly the information on 
reception and rebuild the frame. 
 
As an additional problem, has been observed that our sniffing software 
Wireshark, do not know the rules established for the RFC 4175 about media 
flows without compression. This fact adds the difficulty to analyze the 
information with the only help provided by the theorethical knowledge indicated 
in the RFC 4175. Below could be seen the followed process to analyze the 
payload field (remembering that the Extended Sequence Number field does not 
exist). 
 
Payload  So, the first thing that must be found  here are as many header lines 
as lines or line’s fragments transported in the JumboFrame. To identify the 
headers, it is necessary to analyze the firsts packets captured and look up by 
action patterns repeated in the same packet, and must have been compared 
with other packets action patterns to check that the workflow is always the same 
(action patterns are repeated) and be assured that is the field wanted. 
 
The detailed process to find the rules used to build the header lines is described 
below. 
 
The first step then, in order to distinguish the line headers from the data 
information, is to compare the static image in YUV format with the captured 
payload. Theoretically, both information should be the same, so the Ultragrid do 
not use any type of codification. Following this idea, anything inside the payload 
not corresponding with the static image must be header line. 
 
To perform this process automatically and to prevent human mistakes in the 
comparison, the choosen procedure is to save the entire document into a text 
file and compare it with the original frame in text format too,by using the linux 
command “diff”. With this process a third text file has been obtained where the 
different information between both files has been saved. This resulted as the 
researched RTP header lines. This process and the obtained results have been 
observed in the figure 3.2. 
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Fig. 3.2 Compared results 

 
Before this process, the difference between the frame image and the payload 
has been isolated, with 32 bytes size (1 byte per hexadecimal pair). Overmore, 
we can observe that this information correspond with the 32 first bytes in the 
payload (before RTP field in figure 3.1). 
 
Now and, with the RTP header lines localized and its total size, how many there 
are exactly is the next question to answer. This fact only depends on how many 
frame lines have been transported in any packet, being necessary one RTP 
header line per frame line in the packet. Below how many frame lines could be 
sent in a packet has been calculated: 
 
Considering that the used static frame has got 1280x720 pixels, every line take 
up 2560 bytes. And, in a 9180 bytes JumboFrame, 56 bytes has been reserved 
by UDP, IP, Ethernet and RTP headers taking away 9124 bytes to transport the 
frame and the analyzed RTP header lines (occupying 32 bytes). Therefore, the 
result has been obtained in the next formula directly: 
 

   (3.3) 

 
 
This fact indicates that three entire lines and a portion could be transported in a 
packet. This indicates that four RTP header lines are necessary to mark 
correctly the frame lines. Also, the occupied space per RTP header line can be 
known: 
 

  (3.4) 
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With the obtained information, the individual analysis to know the RTP header 
lines fields has been started. This, consist to work with the first and second 
JumboFrames sended, the frame lines could be divided being sent in different 
packets, if there is not enough space in the same one and, in the same way, 
different RTP header lines making reference to the same frame line. 
 
The first and second packets have been shown in the figure 3.3, where the 
different headers can be seen, including the RTP header lines. 
 

 

Fig. 3.3 Two firts RTP packets 

The information to be analyzed is extracted in the table 3.1 byte per byte, in 
order to make easier and more visual the field’s identification. 
 

Table 3.1 Information extracted to be analyzed 

RTP Packet 1 Byte 1 Byte 2 Byte 3 Byte 4 Byte 5 Byte 6 Byte 7 Byte 8 

Header Line 1 00 00 00 00 0a 00 00 00 
Header Line 2 00 01 00 00 0a 00 00 00 
Header Line 3 00 02 00 00 0a 00 00 00 
Header Line 4 00 03 00 00 02 ec 80 00 
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RTP Packet 2 Byte 1 Byte 2 Byte 3 Byte 4 Byte 5 Byte 6 Byte 7 Byte 8 
Header Line 1 1. 00 03 01 76 07 14 00 00 
Header Line 2 00 04 00 00 0a 00 00 00 
Header Line 3 00 05 00 00 0a 00 00 00 
Header Line 4 00 06 00 00 05 d8 80 00 

 

Analyzing line per line can be seen how the three first headers in packet one 
follow a constant patern. In fact, the only variation observed is on Byte 2, where 
a unit is incremented in every new header line. This routine is broken in the first 
header line on packet two, repeating the value on the last header line on packet 
one. This routine is observed along the transmission until its maximum value 
(“0xFF”). In this point, just start the increment in Byte 1, until arrive to “02” value. 
So, it is easy to see that Byte 1 and 2 form a unique field and, looking for its 
maximum value (“0x02D0” equivalent to “720” in decimal), the conclusion 
achieved is that this field is the Line Number described in the RFC 4175. This 
field indicates in all moment the line number from the frame line who represent 
(maybe completed or trunked). 
 
With the new obtained information, the previous table has been modified to 
obtain table 3.2: 
 
Table 3.2 Actualized information 

RTP Packet 1 Line Number Byte 3 Byte 4 Byte 5 Byte 6 Byte 7 Byte 8 

Header Line 1 0000 00 00 0a 00 00 00 
Header Line 2 0001 00 00 0a 00 00 00 
Header Line 3 0002 00 00 0a 00 00 00 
Header Line 4 0003 00 00 02 ec 80 00 

3.1.4.  

RTP Packet 2 Line Number Byte 3 Byte 4 Byte 5 Byte 6 Byte 7 Byte 8 
Header Line 1 00 03 01 76 07 14 00 00 
Header Line 2 00 04 00 00 0a 00 00 00 
Header Line 3 00 05 00 00 0a 00 00 00 
Header Line 4 00 06 00 00 05 d8 80 00 

 
 
In the same line the bytes 5 and 6 are analyzed, that only apply changes in the 
last RTP header line on packet 1 and, in the first one on packet 2: 
 
It is observed that the value “0x0A00” equival in decimal to “2560”, matching 
with the value of the frame line size in bytes from a 1280x720 pixels picture. So, 
this field is used to indicate the transported information size. To demonstrate 
this, it is observed that between header line 4 from packet 1 and header line 1 
from packet 2 is transported “0x02EC + 0x0714”. It means, “0x0A00”. Or the 
same: in the first packet is transported a portion of frame line 3 and, not fitting, 
in the next packet is added the remaining portion till the total of 2560 bytes. This 
new field, described too in the RFC 4175, is called Length. 
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As the result, the table 3.3 is obtained: 
 
Table 3.3 Actualized information 

RTP Packet 1 Line Number Byte 3 Byte 4 Length Byte 7 Byte 8 

Header Line 1 0000 00 00 0a00 00 00 
Header Line 2 0001 00 00 0a00 00 00 
Header Line 3 0002 00 00 0a00 00 00 
Header Line 4 0003 00 00 02ec 80 00 

3.1.5.  

RTP Packet 2 Line Number Byte 3 Byte 4 Length Byte 7 Byte 8 
Header Line 1 00 03 01 76 07 14 00 00 
Header Line 2 00 04 00 00 0a 00 00 00 
Header Line 3 00 05 00 00 0a 00 00 00 
Header Line 4 00 06 00 00 05 d8 80 00 

 
 
It is still necessary to analyze in this moment two pairs of bytes: third and fourth 
and, the pair formed by the seventh and the eighth. Knowing now the results 
are coincident to the rules described on RFC 4175, the logical way to continue 
is to guide the analysis to compare the remaining informationwith the remaining 
fields described in RFC 4175 still not found. The remaining fields are: 

- Offset, 15 bits: offset of the first pixel of the payload data within the 
scan line. The offset has a value of zero if the first sample in the 
payload corresponds to the start of the line, and increments by one for 
each pixel. 
 

- Continuation (C), 1 bit: determines if an additional scan line header 
follows the current scan line hearder in the RTP packet. Set to 1 if an 
additional header follows, implying that the RTP packet is carrying data 
for more tan one scan line. Set to 0 otherwise. Several scan lines may 
be included in a single packet, up to the path MTU limit.  
 

- Field identification (F), 1 bit: identifies which field the scan line belongs 
to, for interlaced data. F must be always be set toz ero for progressive 
scan data. 
 

- Having in consideration this new information and looking upagain into 
the table, it could be observed that byte 3 and 4 never change with the 
exception of header line 1 in packet 2. So this header line should 
correspond to the second portion of frame line 3, this field must be 
Offset field. 
 

- By the defined in RFC 4175, bit C must be the most significant bit in 
Offset field but, as appreciated in the captures (see previous table 3.3), 
this bit always is set to zero and never change. So it is time to analyze 
the bytes 7 and 8: the byte 8 is always set to zero while the byte 7 
always have the value “0x80 00” in the last RTP header line in a 
packet. So, the conclusion is that it is the change to indicate the last 
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RTP header line has been readed. Converting the value “0x80 00” to 
binary, it is easy to see the cange is produced in the most significant 
bit: 

    (3.5) 

 
All the RTP header line fields have been obtained (with the exception of F) as 
are used by Ultragrid obtaining the table 3.4: 

 

Table 3.4 Actualized information 

RTP Packet 1 Line Number Offset Length C 

Header Line 1 0000 0000 0a00 0000 
Header Line 2 0001 0000 0a00 0000 
Header Line 3 0002 0000 0a00 0000 
Header Line 4 0003 0000 02ec 8000 

3.1.6.  

RTP Packet 2 Line Number Offset Length C 
Header Line 1 00 03 01 76 07 14 00 00 
Header Line 2 00 04 00 00 0a 00 00 00 
Header Line 3 00 05 00 00 0a 00 00 00 
Header Line 4 00 06 00 00 05 d8 80 00 

 
 
Respect to the field F, is not possible to localize with this methodology because 
is always set to zero. In a parallel process, the Ultragrid’s source has been 
analyzed to find this remaining field. It corresponds with the most significant bit 
in field Length. 
 

3.1.7. Final Results: 
 
Before obtaining these results, other various transmissions in aleatory parts 
have been chosen and analyzed, to ensure that the conclusions are corrects. 
Finally it could be ensured all the analyzed packets have the same behaviour, 
with the exception of the packet containing the last frame line or portion, where 
the RTP’s field Marker is modified indicating the frame is complete and useful to 
display in the screen. In the figure 3.4 could be observed the last packet on a 
transmission with this change. 
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Fig. 3.4 Last packet 

 
To make easy the understood, in figure 3.5 it is shown the RTP header and 
RTP header lines as used by Ultragrid scheme: 
 

 

Fig. 3.5 RTP header 
 

In blue color, the RTP header is shown while in white color there are the RTP 
header lines with its own fields. 
 
Although in the picture is shown four RTP header lines, this number can change 
depending the frame lines transported in every packet, so the test using 
1920x1080 pixels pictures would differ in the numberof RTP header lines 
obtained depending of the new number of frame lines. 
 
To assure the conclusions are correct and, how is made in the field F case, the 
Ultragrid’s source has been analyzed deeply checking the use made by 
Ultragrid of the different fields explained in this section has been described with 
fidelity. 
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3.2. ULTRAGRID’s RTP Header changes 
 

3.2.1. What is it necessary to modify? Conclusions regarding to 
sectionabove 

 
As it is explained above, the changes needed in Ultragrid has been indicated in 
the RFC 4175. Applying this changes, would be possible to use Ultragrid with 
any videoconference software using media flows without compression. For 
example, use iHDTV in transmittion and Ultragrid in reception receiving the 
information correctly. 
 
The best way to see the difference between headers used by Ultragrid and 
headers indicated in RFC 4175 is to show both in a scheme and compare them. 
Below it is shown in figure 3.6 the RFC’s scheme to build RTP headers and 
RTP header lines. 
 

 

Fig. 3.6 RFC 4174 RTP header 
 
The changes to do in the software could be observed in the next scheme called 
figure 3.7comparing the actual construction (left) with the construction after 
changes has been applied (right). 
 

 
Fig. 3.7 RTP headers comparison 
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The Extended Sequence Number field must be added firstly. This new field is 
useful in the videoconference scope. With tax rates over 1,5 Gbps, the 
sequence number used would be insufficient and willrun out in a few minutes 
(over three minutes). Adding the Extended Sequence Number field equivalent 
to two bytes (corresponding to the sixteen more significant bits of the new 
sequence number), the time is extended until one hundred and ten minutes. 
This change involves that the RTP header size is increased to 14 bytes. 
 
The other changes that affect to the order stablished in the different fields and 
the disappearance of Padding field including bit C in the first bit on Offset field. 
This, although maintain the same function, change its use: Ultragrid maintain its 
value set to zero while is waiting for more RTP header lines and change to “1” 
to indicate the end. It is working changes realizing the inverse. 
 
With these changes two bytes per RTP header linehave been saved, and 
adding only the Extended Sequence Number two bytes, so the final result is a 
more efficient use of the packet space.  
 

3.2.2. Ultragrid modifications according RFC 4175: 
 
The functions and structures modified could be seen in appendix A. 
To demonstrate that the changes applied work correctly, the traffic on network 
has been analyzed again using Wireshark. The results could be observed on 
figure 3.8. 
 

 

Fig. 3.8 RTP header comprobation 
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The different fields could be observed marked in different colors and referenced 
to the caption. Remember that to identify correctly the longitude, any 
hexadecimal pair is equal to an information byte. 
 
It could be appreciated the new field Extended Sequence Number after the RTP 
headers and followed by the other RTP header line fields fulfilling the new 
order. Could also be observed the field C changing to “0x00 00” in the last RTP 
header line, as a new. 
 
With this changes implemented, Ultragrid is now a completely compatible 
software with any other who use the rules described in RFC 4175. However, it 
is incompatible with other Ultragrid versions. To solve this problem, a new 
option to allowthe user to choose between the new or old version before starting 
the programhas been added. That is important to make easier the different tests 
being realized over Ultragridavoiding the troubles while using different versions 
during tests. This option has been added respecting the original struct of the 
software to do not destabilize it.  
The new version has been tested to check its work with excellent results. In 
comparison, the image quality and network parameters (latency and jitter) have 
not been modified. 
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4. ULTRAGRID’s RTCP analysis 
 

4.1. RTCP transmissions analysis 
 

4.1.1. Scenario 
 
To analyze how Ultragrid implement the RTCP protocol, it is necessary to check 
the accomplishment of the standard described in RFC 3550 by the software, 
realizing the necessary network captures again using Wireshark. 
 
A transmissor and only one receiver, maintaining a unicast communication to 
make easier the subsequent analysis, form the set up scenario, so the RTCP 
flows obtained would be reduced by only the presenceof one client. 
 
The different RTCP packets are sended over UDP in different ports depending 
on who is sending the packet: the source sends Sender Reports to the client’s 
port 5009 while the client sends Receiver Reports to the source’s port 5005. It is 
necessary to know that the audio flow is not sended, so only a RTCP flow will 
appeare associated to its sender and receiver reports. 
 

4.1.2. The RTCP’s packets used by Ultragrid 

 
  4.1.2.1. Receiver Reports 
 
The different participants who are not actives senders generate these packets. 
Among others, these ones specifies the number of packets received, the 
number of packets lost, the jitter between arrivals and the timestamp to 
calculate the latency between the receiver and sender. 
The figure 4.1 corresponds to a RTCP packet sended by the client to the source 
captured with Wireshark, as has been done in the previous sections. 
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Fig. 4.1 RTCP packet sended by client 

Could be observed the different fields decodified by Wireshark. These fields 
must been compared with the described fields into RFC 3550 to check the 
correct use. 
 
Then, in the figure 4.2 it is shown the structure of a Receiver Report described 
in RFC 3550.  
 

 

 
Fig. 4.2 RR structure 

 
The coincidence between the standard packet described in RFC 3550 and the 
realized capture is exactly. All the fields are disposed in its correct position and 
its correct size in bits per field. So could be affirmed the accomplishment of the 
rules respect to the Receiver Reports use in Ultragrid. With a correct structure, 
it is time to know if its functions are correct too.  
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Fig. 4.3 RR capture 

The fields to be analizedare Identifier, SSRC contents, Extended Highest 
Sequence Number Received, Last SR Timestamp and finally, the Delayfield 
since Last SR Timestamp. 
Identifier Field:this field identifies the data flow’s SSRC owner of the different 
included statistics on the packet. This SSRC (32 bits) may be coincident with 
source’s SSRC. To prove this value (0x3a892bf7) is correct, it is necessary to 
check an RTP packet from the same captured transmission. After checking the 
indicated SSRC on the previous RTP packet, the correct use on Ultragrid could 
be affirmed, being coincident the SSRC. 
 
SSRC Contents Field: two different subfields could be found inside. 
 

Fraction Lost: The fraction of RTP data packets from source SSRC_n 
lost since the previous SR or RR packet was sent, expressed as a fixed 
point number with the binary point at the left edge of the field. 

 
Cumulative number of paquets lost: The total number of RTP data 
packets from source SSRC_n that have been lost since the beginning of 
reception. This number is defined to be the number of packets expected 
less the number of packets actually received, where the number of 
packets received includes any which are late or duplicates 
 

Extended highest sequence number received Field: two different subfields 
could be found inside. 
 

Sequence Number Cicles Count: as the same name indicates, this field 
is used to count the complete cycles realized by the Sequence Number. 
This field has not any relation with the new field added into the RTP 
fields called Extended Sequence Number. 
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4.1.2.2. Sender Reports 
 
These packets are generated by the active emissor. In addition to the statistics 
sended to maintain the quality in reception, like the receiver reports case, it 
contains a section dedicated to the emissor information, providing synchronism 
information, cumulative packets counters and the total packets sended. 
In the same way as previously, the next figure4.4 shows the sender report 
structure corresponding to a captured packet sended by the source to the client. 
 

 

Fig. 4.4 SR capture 
 
Likewise the Receiver Reports case, the different fields can be observed being 
important to see the correct order followed by this and its size per field. It can be 
compared with the figure 4.5 shown after these lines, checking the Ultragrid’s 
used structure as equal to the Sender Report description in RFC 3550. 
 

 
 

Fig. 4.5 SR structure defined in RFC 3550 
 
It is time to check the correct use of the different fields. In the next figure 4.6 is 
showed, and for this finality, the last Sender Report since the previously 
Receiver Report shown, so it is necessary to check that the two latest fields are 
correctly working. 
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Fig. 4.6 SR captured 
 
Last SR timestamp field: this field uses the central 32 bits of the 64 
corresponding to NTP included on the Sender Report. It is divided on two 32 
bits subfields, corresponding the 32 firsts to the Most Significant Word (MSW) 
and the 32 latest to the Least Significant Word (LSW). To check this field is 
required an easy calculation: 
 
32 bits MSW: 0xCCC2FEEF. Where the less significant 16 bits are selected  
0xFEEF 
32 bits LSW: 0x3D4C3512. Where the most significant 16 bits are selected  
0x3D4C 
 
The next step is to build the 32 bits resultant word joining the previously 
obtained information  0xFEEF3D4C 
 
This word should be coincident with the Last SR Timestamp on Receiver 
Report. The concordation is correct, as can be observed on the figure 4.6. 
 
Delay since last SR timestamp field: this indicates in miliseconds scale the 
running time since the last Sender Report. To check this field is needed the use 
of temporal marks added by Wireshark in the captured packets. The indicated 
temporal mark on the Sender Report is 8,686179 seconds. The indicated on the 
Receiver Report is 12,850063 seconds. With the pertinent substraction is 
obtained the result 4,163884 seconds, as the same as 4163 miliseconds 
indicated on field. 
 
Finally, can be observed how the Sender Report include the source’s SSRC 
0x3a892bf7, as it is the same as the source’s SSRC indicated on RTP packets. 
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4.1.2.3. Source Description 
 
The information contained in this kind of packet, is used to describe the 
sources. Ultragrid use its CNAME, TOOL and END items, as can be observed 
on the figure 4.7 above.  
 

 
 

Fig. 4.7 Source description captured 
 
Could be compared with the RFC 3550 described packet on figure 4.8 
 

 
 

Fig. 4.8 Source Description structure 
 
The use of this packet is checked, and is correctly according to the RFC 3550 
rules. 
 

4.1.3. Ultragrid RTCP’s modifications 
 
As can be observed in the previous section, Ultragrid follows the rules marked 
on RFC 3550 respecting to the RTCP use. So, it is not necessary to realize any 
modification or change in the software. 
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5. ULTRAGRID’s performance analysis in relation to the 
network problems 

5.1. Network features 
 
Motivated by the changeable conditions of the network, during a data 
transmission can be seenthat its performance change affecting the transmission 
quality. The analysis has been centered in our own case. This is, HD 
videoconference using Ultragrid.The correct work of this software, has 
restrictive requirements in the network, as tax rate, latencies, or assumed 
errors. The parameters used are described above. It is necessary to assume: 
 

- 9180 bytes Jumboframes are used. 
 

- 74 bytes per JumboFrame header are needed 
(Ethernet/IP/UDP/RTP). 
 

- 1920x1080 píxels are used to build a full frame. 
 

- Every pixel needs two bytes to be codified. 
 

- The Ultragrid’s transmission rate is 30 frames per second. 
 

With the previous information can be obtained the physical transmission rate 
used by Ultragrid: 

The space used to transport useful information is calculated. 
 

 (5.1) 
 
And the necessary bytes to transport a full frame. 
 

  (5.2) 

 
 

With these parameters is possible to find the physical transmission rate: 
 

 (5.3) 

 
 
With the used network (optical monomode fiber with a maximum tax rate of 10 
Gbps) to realize the different proves, the software do not present any problem. 
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So, to see the how Ultragrid is working under loss conditions a Gigabit Ethernet 
local network is used, with a maximum tax rate of 1 Gbps. The results can be 
observed in the above section. 
 

5.2. ULTRAGRID’s response in front of problems 
 
Ultragrid uses the RTCP statistics to calculate parameters like loss packets, 
received frame rate and others. In the 1 Gbps scenario, Ultragrid indicates 
frame loss in percentil between 40% and 70%. This statistics are surprising, so 
the used Ultragrid tax rate is only exceeding the tolerated network rate in a 5%. 
In order to answer this affair, it is necessary to know every error produced by 
information loss, will affect all the sended packets aleatory. Moreover, any 
corrupted packet is descarted on reception (no sense to use error correction 
when the application works in real time) and equal with any incorrect frame. 
 
As a consequence, the quality loss observed in the described environment is 
extremely in the displayed video. As a conclusion for this tests, can be extracted 
the importance of avoid any possible minimum loss in network, which can 
compromise the transmission quality. 
 

5.3. Solutions: video flow control creation 
 

5.3.1. Video flow control philosophy 
 
For the extracted conclusions on the previous section, novel changes in 
Ultragrid are suggested. The objective is to upgrade the software to improve its 
performance in unfriendly networks which can produce problems. This is, to 
create a flow control capable to decide where the network limits are and, act 
over the Ultragrid tax rate trying to avoidnetwork loss, fatal for our software. 
 
Moreover, this flow control must be cabable to recognize punctual network 
downs and do not confuse this with persistent network parameters (for example, 
its maximum tax rate). 
 
To create this flow control, the statistics transported by the RTCP protocol will 
be used and specifically, the Receiver Reports information. The information 
about packet loss it contains can be used to modify the Ultragrid tax rate 
avoiding worse problems. 
 
There are two important options wich permit modify this tax rate: 
 
The first option is to reduce the frame resolution. This implies to reduce the 
quality too, although the loss information would be reduced too obtaining less 
descarted packets on reception. It is a good option if the videoconference 
consist in general shotswhere is not so important appreciate little details. It is a 
good option too if the transmitted video contains fast changes on the image, so 
the quality loss could not be appreciated in the movements (the frame rate is 
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respected). A good example with regard to this filosophy could be a football 
match transmission. 
 
The second option to reduce the network tax rate is to reduce the frame rate. 
With this option, the frame quality would be intact, although the frame refresh on 
the screen succeed slower. It is an adequate option in contrary cases to the 
previous filosophy shown. For example, this kind of flow control could be used 
in magisterial classes on distance, where it could be appreciated details in a 
good quality, and the camera do not register faster movements. 
 
By these shown options, the first one would be descarted by its implementation 
complexity, so implies the receptor needs to resize the visualization window 
depending on the transmissor choice. And, having into consideration the 
possibility of the operation could be applied a few times; it could be enough to 
annoy the client. 
 
By these motivations, the second filosophy has been chosen, so it does not 
implies a new synchronism between the receiver and transmitter, being possible 
that the flow control use independently in one and other. As an example and, to 
understand how would affect this flow control to the communication, the theoric 
case where 5 fps are reduced in the 30 fps total is shown. If a correct state and 
a standard transmission are considered:  
 

 1920x1080 pixels resolution 
 

 30 fps 
 

 1 Gbps BW 
 

 2 bytes per pixel 
 

The different protocol headers implied are not reflected on the calculation, so 
the motivation of this example is to observe the useful information weight on the 
network and how it vary on frame rate function. 

 

(5.4) 
 
If the network capacity changes in a determinate moment, as a consequence, 
not supporting the actual physical tax rate, the solution would be reduce in a 
coherent mode the actual frame rate, as a consequence reducing the physical 
tax rate needed on the transmission. For example, if the network fall down 
provoking a 10% loss, the algorithm would actuate to reduce the frame rate as 
could be observed in the new parameters and the next formula: 
 

 1920x1080 pixels resolution 
 

 25 fps 
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 830 Mbps BW 

 
 2 bytes per pixel 

 

 (5.5) 

 
So, could be appreciated how a 5 fps reduction implies an important save on 
bandwith use while the application of the flow control is not a serious problem 
for the client, who could had lost the total communication. 
 
To make more specific, each frame reduced implies in network over 33 Mbps 
save, as could be observed on the formula: 
 

 (5.6) 

 
Finally and, before explaining the flow control in details, comment that the 
chosen filosophy could be combined with the first one in future implementations 
to decide which one to beused, or even use both in the same time. 
 
In the other hand, is descarted the option to modify or reduce the audio 
flow.Due to the information size is relatively small, as can be observed on the 
next formula where the two Ultragrid audio channels size is shown: 
 

   (5.7) 

 
As could be seen, the audio channels implies the 0,2304 % on the total 
information sended. And modify this channels could be disastrous subjectively, 
so the minimal mistake on audio is perceptible by the client provoking important 
discomforts. 
 

5.3.2. Video flow control algorithm 
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Fig. 5.1 State diagram 
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In the figure 5.1 is shown the video flow control state diagram finally adopted. In 
base to this, its working will be explained step to step. 
 
Firstly, is necessary to specify that the algorithm is thought froma general 
viewpoint to modify the physical tax rate. Although our actuation is to reduce 
video frame rate, the algorithm would work in other filosophyes (how the 
resolution down case). So, in continuation the general case is explained: 
 
In a correct network behaviourthe Receiver Reports are sended every 5 
seconds. With this fact is enough, so no actuation is necessary if all is correct. 
When the first loss is indicated by these packets and with this extremely 
transmission rates, the time is a critical parameter to avoid more serious 
problems on the network. For this fact, when any loss is detected, the Receiver 
Report tax would be modified immediately to one RR per second. With this new 
RR tax rate, the transmissor will decide with five RR loss statistics if the loss are 
produced by a punctual error (network error burst) or this is persistent on 
network following the next rule: if only 2 of this five RR are containing bad 
statistics reflecting loss, the error will be considerated as punctual. In the other 
hand, if three of these packets contain bad statistics the actuation over frame 
rate will start. It is not necessary to wait for the fith packet to start if three of 
them indicate problems on network yet. So the actuation interval is between 
three to five seconds. 
 
When the malfunction is detected, the frame rate reduction could start. Asit is 
logical, the actuation must be different in front of a 2 % loss or in front of a 80 % 
loss to adjust the frame rate reduction. To success in this finality, the algorithm 
incorporates a functionto weigh up the extracted information of the five last RR 
to calculate an average loss reducing the frame rate in the same percentil. The 
arithmetical average is not used so the importance of lastest received statistics 
is more important that the first ones. This is because in a reduced time interval 
the network could vary extremely through the newest received information, so is 
more important than the oldest. In the table 5.1 the way to weigh up the 
statistics could be observed. 
 
Table 5.1 Weighting up the statistics 
 

Weigh in percentil Table’s position  
33,333 % 1 Newer 
33,333 % 2  
16,666 % 3  
8,333 % 4  
8,333 % 5 Older 

 
 
After the reduction, the algorithm will wait for five new RR to check the 
successful or not. In the case the problems are eradicated, the system would be 
stable. In the other, the algorithm would try to reduce frame rate another time 
although the problems could be provoked by network sections where is not 
possible to act (a fall down node, for example). 
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Assuming thatthe problem is resolved and, with the application is in the stable 
state, the algorithm will save this configuration as the latest correct one and, the 
recovery cicle willstart set to one. This symbolizes a full statistics table 
renovation. 
 
In this moment, the algorithm enters into therecovery mode. In this mode, the 
receiver normalizes the RR sending (one RR per five seconds) and the 
transmissor increases the frame rate every recovery cicle (5 RR received or 25 
seconds as the same). This increase could be different depending on the 
software needs. In our own case, in every cicle a frame per second is increased 
equal to a 3,333 % of total in a 1 Gbps network. Having consideration to our 
excellent results for our particular case, an increase between 2 % and 4 % is 
recommended. 
 
In this state, two things can happen: the network can accept the increase 
without new loss or these can appear again. 
 
In the first case the algorithm will keep trying to increase frame rate every 
recovery cicle and, without new problems until arrive to the initial full frame rate. 
The algorithm returns to the initial state. 
 
In the other case, while trying to increase frame rate new errors could appear. 
The last stable frame rate will be applied and the recovery cicle will increase in 
a unit. This fact implies a waiting time 25 seconds bigger that in the last trying 
(considering, as is commented previously, 25 seconds per recovery cicle). The 
maximum waiting time is equal to 5 cicles (125 seconds). If it occurs the most 
probably is the network tax rate would be smaller that the optimus application 
frame rate. 
 
By the last case, it had been thought a new state where the algorithm does not 
try to increase frame rate after the five-recovery cicles case. But the general 
filosophy is being optimist and try forever to work with the maximum parameters 
the software accept searching the maximum efficiency. 
 
Then, with the video flow control explained, the graphics on the figures 5.1, 5.2 
and 5.3 show three different cases considering the loss detection moment and a 
100% capacity network.  
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Fig. 5.1 Worst case 

 
The previously figure 5.3 show us a case with a general 25 % loss, as an 
example. Moreover, is assumed the loss detection is produced just after send 
the last RR and considering the next table 5.2 to act: 
 
Table 5.2 Example queue 
 

Table value Table position  
Lost 1 Newer 
OK 2  
OK 3  
Lost 4  
Lost 5 Older 

 
 
This is the worst case considering the loss detection moment and implying the 
algorithm response time: although the receiver recognize immediately the loss 
and change the RR interval, it would wait a second to start the new RR sending. 
Cause the statistics reception order; the algorithm needs five seconds to start 
the reduction. After this, the network will be considerate stable and will start the 
frame rate increase (3,34 % every 25 seconds). 
 
In continuation the best case is shown. This is, to detect the loss just before 
send a RR and as consequence, include the negative statistics on this. 
Moreover, consider the next table 5.3 to act: 
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Table 5.3 Example queue 
 
Table Value Table Position  
Loss 1 Newer 
Loss 2  
Loss 3 Older 

 
 
Assuming a 25 % loss too, the figure 5.4 is obtained. 
 

 

 
Fig. 5.2 Best case 

 
It seems identical to the previous figure (Worst case). This is cause between the 
best and worst case is only a three seconds difference. In this case, in t = 0 the 
loss is detected and the firs RR sended. Moreover, the next two packets are 
containing negative statistics too and, cannot wait for more information to start 
the actuation. This implies the reduction start in t = 2 s. 
 
The only three seconds difference between best and worst case indicates a 
good working about the algorithm. 
 
The left graphic represents the case when the network is limiting the tax rate, so 
the 100 % recuperation is impossible. This case is shown on the next section, 
although is corresponding with the Ultragrid case in a Gigabit network. 
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5.3.3. Video flow control working on Ultragrid: conclusions 
 
As has been explained previously on section “Ultragrid’s response in front of 
problems” working in a network supporting 5 % less than the application tax 
rate, is traduced in loss between 40 % and 70 %. This fact is reflected on the 
Ultragrid’s client statistics: 
 
While the transmissor indicates a 30 fps frame rate, the statistics on reception 
indicates a received frame rate between 8 fps and 15 fps. These are the frames 
the receiver could rebuild correctly, motivated by the network loss. In these 
cases, the shown image quality is extremely affected. The received frame rate 
evolution in these cases is shown in the figure 5.5. 
 

 

 
Fig. 5.3 Gigabit case without flow control 

 
After the flow control algorithm has been implemented, the obtained results 
respect the Ultragrid’s working are fantastic: has been achieved to stabilize the 
transmission over 85 % of its total capacity and, as more important, the receiver 
is capable to receive correctly the video flow without loss. The stable state of 
the transmission is shown on figure 5.6. 
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Fig. 5.4 Gigabit Case 

 
Considering the transmission start in t = 0, the losses provoke the fall down 
even 75 % of total capacity and later, starts the actuation as is explained on the 
previously section. After achieve correctly the 88 % of the total capacity, the 
frame rate is increased even 92 %, surcharging the network above its capacity 
and, as a consequence, starting a new frame rate reduction (a 7 % is reduced). 
It could be observed how everytime try to increase later the frame rate (as a 
consequence of the recovery cicle actuation). 
 
There is no doubt about the improvement between the figure 5.5 and the 5.6 
achieved by using the proposed video flow control, improvement in a 55 % the 
received frame rate on client. This fact, means in frame rate a 25 fps frame rate 
while before the indicated frame rate was between 8 and 10 fps. To make more 
visual these results, the figure 5.5 shown in comparation the use or not about 
video flow control on a limited network (90% respect the Ultragrid needs). 
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Fig. 5.5 Comparation 
 
Motivated by these results, the conclusions are really positive; although the new 
video flow control created improves in a significant way the Ultragrid 
transmission quality respect to the previous software version. Moreover, the 
created algorithm is flexible and adaptable according to the different needs and 
depending of the considered more critical parameters. 
 
More subjective, can be seen in figures 5.6 and 5.7 the diference between the 
received video without or with flow control, in this order of appearance. 
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Fig. 5.6 Transmision without flow control 
 

 

Fig. 5.7 Transmision with flow control 
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Although the loss information could be observed (green lines on figure 5.8), is 
not possible to show in this document the most important. This is, the notable 
disminution on screen refresh in the case without flow control in front of the 
second case, where the frame rate disminution could not be appreciated 
subjectively. 
 
To finalize the section, comment that has been checked during the different 
tests that Ultragrid transmit the information through temporally bursts. This is 
because the software waits for a full frame to transmit it across the network. 
This fact, talking about network, means hight utilization during a few moments 
followed by inactivity intervals. It can be proved on figure 5.8. 
 

 
 

Fig. 5.8 Network used in transmission 
 
For this fact, it is possible think that, if the utilization could be more constant, 
several losses could be avoided. This idea open new ways to make the 
software less aggressive respect to the network and is proposed for future 
investigation projects. 
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6. Latencies study 
 

6.1. Scenario 
 
Until now,the necessary requirements to performor to maintain a 
videoconference have been studied. Remember that until now, Internet is a 
hybrid global net, where each one has itsown characteristics not adapted to the 
new multimedia data. It means,networks have been designed to ensure that the 
delivery of the data will be correct, the order and the time of the packets 
arrivalwere not important. 
 
The data transmission protocols have been improved since Arpanet, although 
still is essential study and control the harmful effects in networks when working 
with multimedia, and more specially with the videoconference. 
 
The system latency and the jitter associated to are the most unpredictable 
effects that existnowadays when working on multimedia over the Internet. For 
this reason and not being the objective of this project, the study of the network 
latency will not be done here, only the delay by the videoconference system. 
 
However the rest of elements of the system that adddelay between end users 
have been studied. The system and all of its elements, common in any systems 
that use Ultragrid, have been presented below. 
 

 

 
Fig. 6.1 Scenario 

 
The system has the next elements: 

- Camera prepared for capture high definition video (Sony DVS HF1). 
 

- Device to serialize YCbCr flow of the camera (AJA HDTV). 
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- Two computers (transmission and reception). 

 
- Two network cards 10 Gbps. 

 
- One element (normally a monitor) to visualize the image. 

 
- One compatible capture cards (DVS or Xena). 

 
- One advanced graphics card. 

 
The total latency of the system has been measured without the latency 
introduced by the network. These measures have been done overa 10 Gbps 
network with 3 metres of single-mode optical fiber. With this configuration has 
been obtained a delay of 10ns (10-8 s).This result has been rejected because is 
more near to zero. 
 
The total system latency is calculated from the camera tothe display . For this 
reason the measure methods that uses techniques without optical elements has 
been discarded, because these elements are necessary for measuring the 
system ends. 
 

6.2. State of the art 
 
One of the first methods studied consist of introducingto theinput of system a 
known signal and measure with oscilloscope the delay of signal returns. This 
system is not adequate for two reasons: 
 

- The total delay of the system has not been measured because the 
signal is introduced after camera and returns before monitor. In this 
case, the latency of camera and monitor has not been measured.  
 

- The Ultragridsystem does not allow the return of the signal, no 
elements returns any signal. 

 
Other method of measure discarded is described in document Video-Based 
Measurement of System Latency (see [9]), explained in the following 
summary: 
 

- Previously record image desired with camera and later the rendered 
image of a little ball is added. This render moves in constant velocity. 
 

- The resulting image is introduced in the same monitor with the 
original image. The two images have been seen in the same monitor. 
 

- With the two images at the same time, the gap between ball positions 
has been seen. The balls position is not the same. 
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- Measuring the distance between two balls, and knowing the speed of 
propagation the system delay has been obtained. 
 

This method is not adequate because the difficulty in our case of render no real 
image into a camera video capture. 
 
Other method of measure discarded is described in document Managing 
Latency in Complex Augmented Reality Systems (see [10]), explained in the 
following summary. 
 

- This system uses a trigger generator controlling a led and the 
recorded bythe camera. The trigger generator is connected directly to 
oscilloscope in (trigger input). The led lights on and off at 5 Hz 
frequency. 
 

- Camera records led and the resulting image is sent to receptor 
monitor, where is placed the phototransistor and connects to the 
other  oscilloscope input. 
 

- The lag in the two signals can be calculated with the oscilloscope. 
This lag is the system total latency. 
 

This method is not adequate because the impossibility in our case to 
disassemble the monitor for place the phototransistor. 
 
The last method of measuring discarded is the “watch method”. This uses a 
watch application (more precise as possible) runs in computer. This method 
works as follows: 
 

- A camera records the monitor with the application watch, and the 
resultant image is sent at the same monitor. 
 

- This image record has been edited with a video edit application, 
separating video frame to frame. 
 

- Now a clearly frame had been searched. One frame that permits to 
see correctly all of two watch numbers to calculate the time 
difference. 
 

 
Obviously this method is not adequate because is more rudimentary (although 
effective and commonly used) to measure latency. 
 

6.3. Personal system design 
 
Owing to disadvantages encounteredwith these methods, finally a new method 
has been designed to allow Ultragridsystem measures. A more adequate 
system for the videoconferencing systems characteristics has been designed 
and implemented. 
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The method is based on a simple circuit with a phototransistor. The idea is that 
the circuit responds at visible light changes. This response must be faster as 
possible (around 5 ns (5x10-9 s)). 
 

6.3.1. First circuit analysis 
 
This design has had several changes in order to improve the circuit response. 
In this first design, the circuit only had the phototransistor and one 10kW 
resistor. 
 

 
 

Fig. 6.2 First design 
 
In the lab doing sometests, the circuit doesn’t responded as expected. The 
signal in the oscilloscope was not clear, owing to less amplitude, to enable the 
correct measures. In the figure 6.3 can be seen the oscilloscope quantification 
errors affects the resultant signal. 
 

 

 
Fig. 6.3 First circuit output signal 
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6.3.2. First modification circuit analysis 
 
To increase the signal amplitude and knowing the transistors operating, the 
resistor has been changed to 1MW. This resistor increases the signal 
amplitude. 
 

 

Fig. 6.4 Second design 
 
The next testgave best results, the signal amplitude was sufficient to see the 
signal correctly and permits a precise measure. In this signal appeared a curl, 
this curling difficult the measure. The curl was a 50 Hz frequency, typically due 
to fluorescents that illuminate labs and rooms. Fluorescents also used in LCD 
displays to make white light/colour. 
 

 
 

Fig. 6.5 Second circuit output signal 
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6.3.3. Second modification circuit analysis 
 
To eliminate this ripple a low-pass filter was added to circuit, with a 48 Hz cut 
frequency. This RC filterremoved the signal ripple and got a proper signal. 
 

 
Fig. 6.6 Third design 

 
The results with this circuit were satisfactory. The latency measure was possible 
due to quality of resultant signal. The figure 6.7 shows an example of this 
signal. 
 

 

Fig. 6.7 Third circuit output signal 

 

6.3.4. Last modification analysis 
 
Due to variable conditions in different tests, the circuit behaves differently. 
These changes led to the response of the transistor were not good enough in 
certain cases to adjust the oscilloscope cursors. Consistently some results gave 
values with more significant variance, values that could invalidate the final 
results. 
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To solve this problem has been decided to deal the phototransistor output with 
an operational amplifier. This amplifier must be response with +Vsat or –Vsat 
according to the sensor response change. By this way the resultant signal will 
have high steep fall (a most fast response amplifier must be choosen). 
 
To adjust the circuit response for each scenario was chosen a hysteresis 
comparator (Trigger Schmitt). This allow to adjust two trigger signal levels, and 
it is possible filter the signal ripple (the amplitude of ripple doesn’t pass two 
triggers and are eliminated by the amplifier).The figure 6.8 shown the schematic 
circuit with resistors and comparator (Trigger Schmitt). 
 

 

Fig. 6.8 Fourth design 
 
With this circuit, if it is necessary, the resistors values can be changedto adjust 
the phototransistor response to the trigger margins. This system works correctly 
in all the cases, fits at most of existent phototransistors although it’s 
recommended to choose a very sensible and fast phototransistor. 

6.3.5. Final analysis 
 
To finish it was decided to change the phototransistor by another adapted to 
human eye sensitivity (SFH 3310). This responses faster and the fall of signal 
isgood enough to make the measures at considerably lower scales. For this 
reason only are necessary one resistor and the new phototransistor, decreasing 
the number of elements in the circuit. 
 
Using such phototransistor doesn’t need a hysteresis comparator to obtain the 
necessary falls, but if components are good can be used without any problem. 
The figure 6.9 shows the resultant signal (with only the new transistor and one 
resistor). 
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Fig. 6.9 Final circuit ouput signal 
 

6.4. Measures and Results 
 

6.4.1. Scenario description 
 
Once it has been checked the design, two equal circuits are mounted. The two 
circuits must be equals because thus the circuit time response may be 
disregarded (the latency of one circuit was annulled by the latency of the other 
circuit). 
 
The two circuits never will be exactly the same, due to resistor tolerance mainly. 
This variation has been depreciated due to the order of magnitude, estimated in 
ns (10-9 s). 
 
One of circuits is aimed directly to the monitor connected to extern computer. 
The camera focuses on this monitor. The other circuit is aimed to the receptor 
monitor. 
 
The two circuits are connected to the oscilloscope inputs. The extern monitor 
will show a black image and will change to a white image. This change offers a 
great luminosity difference that will be the circuit detects. 
 
When the change occurs, the first circuit will generate a pulse that will be seen 
in the oscilloscope. This change will be at the same time record by the camera, 
sent to the receptor and shown in its monitor where is the other circuit. This 
circuit will generate the same pulse that the other but time lag. 
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The measure of this time lag will allow the total system latency with a ± 500 
ps(5x10-10 s) precision. This precision gives the oscilloscope; the minimum 
scale in the used model is 2 ms per square (every square is divided in 5 marks). 
 
Being a small circuit that can be mounted on any protoboard, also allowsto 
measure the latency of system parts because the sensors can be placed on any 
part of the system. For example, if the output of the camera is directly 
connected to a monitor, the monitor and camera latency could be calculated. 
 
The final distribution of measure equipment and the Ultragrid system would be 
as shown in the figure 6.10.  
 

 
 

Fig. 6.10 Scenario 
 
In emission can be used either of two capture cards (Xena or Centaurus). With 
this combination can be obtained the latency difference between cards. 
 
In reception can be used the capture card or an advanced graphics card. This 
card will be used in our case because is cheaperthan the capture cards and can 
be connected directly to monitor. 
 
In reception can be used two different parameters to show the image in the 
monitor: 
 

- sdl: uses a sdlmultimedia libraries(Simple DirectMedia Layer). 
 

- xv: uses a xlib libraries or the X system libraries. 
 
With this variables can be found the faster combination. 
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To finish, 2 different OS must be used: Debian and Fedora. This is because the 
Xena controllers run only in Fedora and DVS controllers run only in Debian. 
 

6.4.2. Nec monitor and Centaurus measures 
 
The first latency measure had been made using sdl in reception and Nec 
monitor. This combination was a result of 101,4 ms in arithmetic mean (or 
mathematical expectation). Figures 6.11 and 6.12. 
 

 
 

Fig. 6.11 Graphical results 
 

 
 

Fig. 6.12 Histogram 
 
The next latency measure had been made using xv in reception and Nec 
monitor. This combination was a result of 131,9 ms in arithmetic mean.Figures 
6.13 and 6.14. 
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Fig. 6.13 Graphical values 
 

 
 

Fig. 6.14 Histogram 
 

6.4.3. Monitor/TV Samsung and Centarus measures 
 
To verify the latency effect in monitors, it was decided to test with a different 
monitor. The screen used is a Samsung LE46N87BDX with a more latency than 
Nec monitor according to specifications. 
 
With this test the mean latency difference can be calculated between two 
displays. The next two tests had been done over the Samsung monitor. 
 
The first latency measure had been made using sdl in reception and Samsung 
monitor. This combination was a result of 124,8 ms in arithmetic mean. Figures 
6.15 and 6.16. 
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Fig. 6.15 Graphical values 

 

 
Fig. 6.16 Histogram 

 
The next latency measure had been made using xv in reception and Samsung 
monitor. This combination was a result of 156,4 ms in arithmetic mean. Figures 
6.17 and 6.18. 
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Fig. 6.17 Graphical values 

 

 
 

Fig. 6.18 Histogram 
 

6.4.4. Nec monitor and Xena measures 
 
Finishing test over Centarus card in the transmission side, Xena has been 
analyzed. This card needs a different OS. Now the system characteristics have 
changed and these changes may affect on latencies but is not considerable.  
 
The first latency measure had been made using xv in reception and Nec 
monitor. This combination was a result of 181,9 ms in arithmetic mean. Figures 
6.19 and 6.20. 
 

 
 

Fig. 6.19 Graphical values 
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Fig. 6.20 Histogram 
 
The next latency measure had been made using sdl in reception and Nec 
monitor. This combination was a result of 160,3 ms in arithmetic mean. Figures 
6.21 and 6.22. 
 

 
Fig. 6.21 Graphical values 

 

 
Fig. 6.22 Histogram 
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6.4.5. Projector and Centaurus measures 
 
After the tests, it was decided to change the reception display system, always 
seeking the most optimal. To finish with Ultragrid proves the last test was 
performed with a DLP projector (Figure 6.23). This kind of projectors has a 
really fast response. This response can be approximated to 0. 
 

 
 

Fig. 6.23 Scenario 
 
The next latency measure was made using sdl in reception and projector. This 
combination was a result of 82,2 ms in arithmetic mean. Figures 6.24 and 6.25. 
 

 
 

Fig. 6.24 Graphical values 
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Fig. 6.25 Histogram 
 
With this testcan be seen as indeed is the best system, where almost remove 
the display latency due to used technology. In DLP projectors, microscopically 
small mirrors laid out in a matrix on a semiconductor chip create the image. 
Each mirror represents one or more pixels in the projected image. The number 
of mirrors corresponds to the resolution of the projected image and can be 
repositioned rapidly to reflect light either through the lens. 
 

6.4.6. Camera and Samsung measures 
 
The objectives of the last testperformed were to delimit as possible the camera 
and Samsung latency. With thisthe process time latency of Ultragridcould be 
calculated. This latency is important because indicates the computational load 
have Ultragrid related to the data load that transport. This fact indicates the 
optimization level in image processing of Ultragrid. 
 
To make the measure simply connected directly the output camera into display. 
Figure 6.26 shows the diagram. 

 

 
 

Fig. 6.26 Scenario 
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This combination was a result of 63 ms in arithmetic mean. Figures 6.27 and 
6.28. 
 

 
 

Fig. 6.27 Graphical values 
 

 
 

Fig. 6.28 Histogram 
 

6.5. Comparison with other systems 
 

6.5.1. DVTS 
 
The first system was DVTS, which uses a DV format to video transmit. The 
requirements of this system are very simple and work under Windows. Only 
need download software from official web and connect the camera into pc 
usingfirewire (IEE1394). The communication between pc is via 100Mbps 
Ethernet (although this system only needs 30Mbps to work). Figure 6.29 is the 
scenario to realize the measures of this system. 
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Fig. 6.29 Scenario 
 
This combination was a result of 285,15 ms in arithmetic mean. Figures 6.30 
and 6.31. 
 

 
 

Fig. 6.30 Graphical values 
 

 
 

Fig. 6.31 Histogram 
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6.5.2. Ultravideoconferencing 
 
This system also uses a DV codification for video but in this case works under 
Linux. The scenario is the same of Image 6.29.This system was a result of 
155,9 ms in arithmetic mean. Figures 6.32 and 6.33. 
 

 
 

Fig. 6.32 Graphical values 
 

 
 

Fig. 6.33 Histogram 
 
Also tested the latencies in H323 based videoconferencing software. To do this 
tests used two different programs, iVisit and Google Talk (iVisit video 
codification is H.263, assumed that also uses in Google Talk). The scenario is 
the same of figure 6.29. 
 

6.5.3. iVisit 
 
This system was a result of 293,37 ms in arithmetic mean. Figures 6.34 and 
6.35. 
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Fig. 6.34 Graphical values 
 

 
 

Fig. 6.35 Histogram 
 

6.5.4. Google Talk 
 
This system was a result of 270,32 ms in arithmetic mean. Images 6.36 and 
6.37. 
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Fig. 6.36 Graphical values 
 

 
 

Fig. 6.37 Histogram 

 

6.5.5. Miralia 
 
The last system uses a web technology and Red5 streaming server. Permits a 
videoconferencing system with no associated requirements (webcam + 
explorer) and limited band connections (<1Mbps). Image 6.38. 
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Fig. 6.38 Miralia interface 
 
This system has a result of 188,58 ms in arithmetic mean. Images 6.39 and 
6.40. 
 

 
 

Fig. 6.39 Graphical values 
 

 
 

Fig. 6.40 Historam 
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6.6. Conclusions 
 
Accordingto the real time standard in videoconference (latency < 150ms), 
Ultragrid is the only one that achieves this feature in the great majority of cases. 
The other systems do not accomplish this factor. 
 
All the systems except Ultragrid uses lossy codec with data compression, due 
to this the latency increases in compress and decompress process. None 
except Ultragrid transmits HD video. Should be mentioned the great results of 
Ultravideoconferencing system. 
 
Using Table 1 can try to estimate the latency values of every element of 
Ultragrid. For this fact the Samsung monitor introduces 40ms of latency Nec 
monitor around 20ms and camera 16ms (30fps). 
 
With this values can be assumed that the medium image processing latency is 
65ms with sdl libraries, and 90ms with xv libraries. At same time if capture card 
used is Xena, the latency is 55ms slowest. 
 
The combination with less latency is with projector because uses a DLP 
technology. 
 
To resume of all values can be seen in the next table 6.1: 
 
Table 6.1 Obtained values 
 

TEST Latency (ms) 
Samsung + Camera 63,04 

Centaurus -------------- 

SDL + NEC 101,40 

XV + NEC 131,93 

SDL + SAMSUNG 124,80 

XV + SAMSUNG 156,40 

SDL + PROJECTOR 82,35 

Xena -------------- 

SDL + NEC 160,33 

XV + NEC 181,90 

OtherSistems -------------- 

DVTS 285,15 

MIRALIA 188,58 

ULTRACONFERENCING 155,90 

GOOGLE TALK 270,32 

iVISIT 293,37 
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7. Quality measurement 
 

7.1. PSNR definition 
 
The phrase peak signal-to-noise ratio, often abbreviated PSNR, is an 
engineering term for the ratio between the maximum possible power of a signal 
and the power of corrupting noise that affects the fidelity of its representation. 
Because many signals have a very wide dynamic range, PSNR is usually 
expressed in terms of the logarithmic decibel scale. 
 
The PSNR is most commonly used as a measure of quality of reconstruction of 
lossy compression codecs (e.g. for image compression). The signal in this case 
is the original data, and the noise is the error introduced by compression. When 
comparing compression codecs it is used as an approximation to human 
perception of reconstruction quality, therefore in some cases one reconstruction 
may appear to be closer to the original than another, even though it has a lower 
PSNR (a higher PSNR would normally indicate that the reconstruction is of 
higher quality). 
 
It is most easily defined via the mean squared error (MSE) which for two m n 
monochrome images I and K where one of the images is considered a noisy 
approximation of the other is defined as: 
 

   (7.1) 

 
 
The PSNR is defined as: 
 

   (7.2) 

 
 
Here, MAXi is the maximum possible pixel value of the image. When the pixels 
are represented using 8 bits per sample, this is 255. More generally, when 
samples are represented using linear PCM with B bits per sample, MAXI is 2B-
1. For color images with three RGB values per pixel, the definition of PSNR is 
the same except the MSE is the sum over all squared value differences divided 
by image size and by three. 
 
Typical values for the PSNR in lossy image and video compression are 
between 30 and 50 dB, where higher is better.  
 
When the two images are identical the MSE will be equal to zero, resulting in an 
infinite PSNR. At the other end of the scale an image that comes out with all 
zero value pixels (black), when compared to its original, does not usually result 
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in a PSNR of zero. A PSNR of zero can be obtained if the I is completely white 
and K is completely black (or vice versa). 
 

7.2. Quality of systems comparison 
  
In order to present an objective comparison of the resolution and image quality, 
the PSNRshould be used. Such as seen above, different videoconferencing 
systemshave chosen, each with its resolution and definition. 
 
The objective of these measures is to represent the quality differences, obvious 
but was to quantify precisely. Every analyzed system has different resolution, 
therefore has been necessary unify to a common resolution for uses as original. 
 
In summary showing the different resolutions, aspects ratio and video codec 
used in each system: 
 

- Ultragrid: 
-  

o Resolution: 1920x1080 pixels 
 

o Aspect Ratio: 16:9 
 

o Codec: No 
 

- DVTS: 
-  

o Resolution: 720x540 pixels 
 

o Aspect Ratio: 4:3 
 

o Codec: DV 
 

- UltraVideoConferencing 
-  

o Resolution: 720x540 pixels 
 

o Aspect Ratio: 4:3 
 

o Codec: DV 
 

- Miralia 
o Resolution: 352x264 pixels 

 
o Aspect Ratio: 4:3 

 
o Codec: H.263 

 
- iVisit 

o Resolution: 352x264 pixels 
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o Aspect Ratio: 4:3 

 
o Codec: H.263 

 
- Google Talk 
-  

o Resolution: 249x140 pixels 
 

o Aspect Ratio: 16:9 
 

o Codec: equivalent H.263 supposed 
 

Once theresolution is known, an original image mustbe chosen. This image 
resolution must be equal to the highest resolution of any of the systems. 
Chosen an image with 1920x1080 pixels with 16:9 aspect ratio (figure 7.1). 
 

 
 

Fig. 7.1 Original image 
 
The image chosen has different colour tonalities and more small details, so the 
measure will be more precise. 
 
For a better understanding the results of PSNR calculations, shown an image 
resultant of subtraction of a pixel to pixel to the original image, with the resultant 
image of each system. As in any subtraction, as more similar asthe same pixels 
in each image, fewer pixels will be reflected in the resulting image. 
 
Figure 7.2 shows the result of applying the PSNR to the original image with the 
same original image. Because they are two completely equal images, the 
resultant image does not have any different pixel (only seen a gray 
background). The PSNR value tends to infinite. 
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Fig. 7.2 Compare original to original result 

 
7.3. Tests and results 

 
As mentioned above, the comparison is pixel to pixel. Therefore all the images 
must have the same resolution and aspect ratio. The procedure is as follows: 
with the original image and the resolution and codification of each system had 
been created a video; later every video has been sent for its system and 
capture an image in reception saved as original image system. The resultant 
image has been resized to 1920x1080. 
 
Only two systems use a 16:9 aspect ratio, Ultragrid and Google Talk. 
 

7.3.1. Ultragrid 
 
This system does not use any video compression and its image has a 
1920x1080 pixels. Therefore the image to compare is the same as figure 7.1. 
 
The results of PSNR calculations have been the same as figure 7.2. The PSNR 
value tends to infinite and image comparison equals. 
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7.3.2. Google Talk 
 

 
 

Fig. 7.3 Google Talk image to compare 
 
Once increased the image resolution, the image definition is very poor. The 
results of PSNR was 22 dB, they are significant lost by codification. The 
resultant image (figure 7.4): 
 

 
 

Fig. 7.4 Google Talk resultant image 
 
The differences are considerable, even there is more details in figure 7.4 that in 
figure 7.3. 
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To compare the rest of systems, the original image (figure 7.1) was edited. The 
aspect ratio of the rest systems is not the same. This is a serious inconvenient 
because the image had not been deformed, the pixels must be the same and in 
the same position. 
 
To solve this problem decided “cut” the original image remaining pixels to 
convert into a 4:3 aspect ratio image, without distorting the image. A simple 
mathematical operation solves the pixels to remove. The result is an image with 
1440x1080 pixels (figure 7.5).  
 

 
 

Fig. 7.5 New original image 
 
With this image as original image let tocontinue comparing the other systems. 
For same resolution and codifications systems used the same image for 
comparing to original. This is the case of DVTS with Ultravideoconferencing and 
Miralia with iVisit. 
 

7.3.3. DVTS-Ultravideoconferencing 
 
This systems uses a medium resolution and codec where the information lose is 
minor. The image to compare is figure 7.6: 
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Fig. 7.6 DVTS-Ultravideoconferencing image to compare 
 
Loss of quality is almost negligible at first sight. The result of the calculation of 
PSNR is 31 dB; therefore that it is a system with little loss due to encoding. The 
resultant image is figure 7.7. 
 

 
 

Fig. 7.7 DVTS-Ultravideoconferencing compared image 
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7.3.4. Miralia-iVisit 
 
The last two systems compared. Are two videoconferencing systems with low-
medium resolution and significant loss encoding. The image to compare (figure 
7.8): 
 

 
 

Fig. 7.8 Miralia-iVisit image to compare 
 

Loss of definition is important in this case, calculating the PSNR results in 21 
dB; therefore it is a system at a substantial lossfor encoding. The result is figure 
7.9: 
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Fig. 7.9 Miralia-iVisit compared image 

 

7.4. Conclusions 
 
Such as expected, according to the results the best system based on quality is 
the Ultragrid. One should keep in mind that it is the only system without 
compression, in addition to the more bandwidth needs. These tests show that 
the quality of each system is the cast that defines its characteristics; each 
system has been designed for different functions. 
 
For example, the systems codified with DV offers a very acceptable quality with 
a reduced bandwidth use. However, when used more restrictive encodings 
results are significantly flawed, as the H.263. 
 
When sets a limit on the system requirements, for example bandwidth, it is 
necessary to cut the resolution properties of image, use a lossy codec, etc. 
 
It is clear that the main problem in the use of these systems is the bandwidth. If 
it is considered ofthe network capacity has increased more than the capacity of 
computers, it is expected that high quality systems are an alternative and 
economically viable for companies and institutions in the travel of its staff. The 
use of these networks is limited to entities with strong economic strength, but in 
the short term may be used by a higher set of users. 
 
These systems do not cover the entire spectrum of videoconferencing, because 
for small environments or personal alternatives today are highly efficient. 
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8. General Conclusions 
 
Analizing in retrospect the development of this project and taking into account 
the original objectives, the final conclusions are clear. At this time the Ultragrid 
system is compatible with RFC 4175 (proposed and pending approval for 
standard), this means that any future system that fulfil the standard will be fully 
compatible with Ultragrid; whether it acts as an emitter or receiver. By the same 
way is also compatible with RTP and RTCP standards, keeping the option to 
work in a compatible way with older versions. 
 
The new Ultragrid version contains a flow control that allows a dynamic 
adjustment of the data traffic to the punctual state of the network. This feature 
will maintain the transfer when the network suffers a transitory overload. If 
network capacity is not capable to support the full flow, will reduce the 
bandwidth to avoid the congestion of the network and its associated problems. 
Bringing closer the image performance to the network performance with really 
good results in the subjective quality of the video system. 
 
A new method to measure latencies on videoconferencing systems has been 
described to be adapted with more precission to the project needs. Also has 
been estimated the delays introduced by the different elements of the system, 
and the global latency of other videoconferencing systems. This data provides a 
very rough know, in terms of time response, recognizing wich elements can be 
replaced or modified in order to improve the performance and reduce the 
latency and fit within the range of 150ms. TheUltragrid system has been 
adjusted to achieve latencies of 82ms in the best configuration, a very good 
value regarding FullHD video, which offers a huge scope to extend network 
coverage satisfying the requirements of real time communications. 
 
In conclusion, the PSNR study can objectively justify the quality of the image 
transmission system compared with other systems currently available. 
 
Clearly, the results are very encouraging and close to the initial goals, which 
seemed very distant at the beginning of the project. During the drafting of the 
last part of the project, it has a good feeling, a feeling of well-made work and 
important achieved objectives. 
 
If these achieved objectives are useful for the users comunity, all the effort and 
time spent will have an add value by the authors. 
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Appendix A. Modified Ultragrid’s functions and 
structures 

 

In this document are been presented the different functions and structures that 
has been modified to achieve the initial objectives respect to the software 
changes. This is, standardize the software, make it compatible with the older 
version and introduce the video flow control. 

 

The appendix is organized in different sections, corresponding each one to the 
file containing the different new structures and functions. Some variables are 
not included by being only needed as a condition to call other functions, for 
example. 

For more details, the software’s full source is included with the digital document 
version as a compressed zip. 

 

Main.c 
 

staticvoid Inicialitzar_Cua() 

{ 

 //printf("Entro per primer cop al control de flux \n"); 

 int i; 

 for(i = 0 ; i < 5; i++) 

 { 

  cua_perdues.cua[i] = 0; 

 } 

 cua_perdues.posicio = 0; 

 cua_perdues.dades_negatives = 0; 

 cua_perdues.es_rafaga = 1; 

 cua_perdues.frame_rate = 60; 

 cua_perdues.cicles = 5; 

 cua_perdues.comparador_cicles = 0; 

 cua_perdues.frame_rate_stable = 60; 

 cua_perdues.estat_comunicacio = 0; 

 cua_perdues.contador = 0; 

 cua_perdues.perdues_mitjana=0; 

 cua_perdues.omplir_taula_completa = 0; 

 cua_perdues.reduir_frames = 0; 

 cua_perdues.inicialitzem_control = 0; 

 cua_perdues.is_RX = 0; 
} 
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while ((ch = getopt(argc, argv, "d:t:m:f:v:b:c:l:r:L:R:D:F:p:P:S?")) 

!= -1) { 

  switch (ch) { 

  case'd': 

   requested_display = optarg; 

   cua_perdues.is_RX = 1; 

   break; 

  case't': 

   requested_capture = optarg; 

   break; 

  case'P': 

   tx_port = atoi(optarg); 

   break; 

  case'p': 

   rx_port = atoi(optarg); 

   break; 

  case'm': 

   requested_mtu = atoi(optarg); 

   break; 

  case'f': 

   dp_map->fps = atoi(optarg); 

   cua_perdues.frame_rate = dp_map->fps; 

   break; 

  case'v': 

   return EXIT_SUCCESS; 

  case'b': 

   dp_map->sampling = atoi(optarg); 

   break; 

  case'c': 

   dp_map->crop = atoi(optarg); 

   break; 

  case'l': 

   dp_map->seth1 = optarg; 

   break; 

  case'r': 

   dp_map->eeth1 = optarg; 

   break; 

  case'L': 

   dp_map->seth2 = optarg; 

   break; 

  case'R': 

   dp_map->eeth2 = optarg; 

   break; 

  case'D': 

   asked_frame_drops = atoi(optarg); 

   break; 

  case'F': 

   hdtv_standard_framerate = atof(optarg); 

   dp_map->hdtv_standard_fps = hdtv_standard_framerate; 

   break; 

  case'S': 

   is_standard = 1; 

   break; 
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  default: 

   usage(); 

   return EXIT_FAIL_USAGE; 

  } 

 } 

 

 

if(cua_perdues.is_RX == 0) 

  { 

   asked_frame_drops = 60 - cua_perdues.frame_rate; 

  } 

 

Transmit.c 
 

typedefstruct { 

 uint16_t length;  /* pixels */ 

 uint16_t scan_line; /* pixels */ 

 uint16_t scan_offset; /* octets */ 

 /*uint16_t flags;*/ 

} payload_hdr_t_standard; 

 

Void tx_video_send_standard(struct video_tx *tx, struct media_frame 

*frame, struct rtp *rtp_session, int is_dual, int drop_frames) 

{ 

 int   m, x, y, first_x, first_y, data_len, l, 

payload_count, octets_left_this_line, octets_left_this_packet; 

 payload_hdr_t_standard  payload_hdr[10]; /*Utilitzem les 

capçaleres estandaritzades*/ 

 int   pt = 96; /* A dynamic payload type for the 

tests... */ 

 static uint32_t  ts = 0; 

 char  *data; 

  

    UNUSED(drop_frames); 

 

int         HD_WIDTH, HD_HEIGHT; 

 int  tx_count=0; 

 

 //chae (insert for smoothing) 

 

    struct timespec sleep_ts; 

    sleep_ts.tv_sec  = 0; 

    sleep_ts.tv_nsec = 3000000; 

    struct timespec* rem = (struct timespec*) 

malloc(sizeof(struct timespec)); 

    rem->tv_sec  = 0; 
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    rem->tv_nsec  = 0; 

 //end of chae 

 

  

 HD_WIDTH = 1920;   

        HD_HEIGHT = 1080;  

  

if(tx->crop !=0) 

             HD_HEIGHT -= 160; 

 

 assert(tx->magic == TRANSMIT_MAGIC); 

 

 m = 0; 

 x = 0;  

 y = 0; 

 payload_count = 0; 

 data_len = 0; 

 first_x  = x; 

 first_y  = y; 

 //chae (replace 1 line) 

 //ts = get_local_mediatime(); 

 ts = get_local_videotime(); 

 fake_ts = ts; 

  

  

  

 do { 

  if (payload_count == 0) { 

   data_len = 0; 

   first_x  = x; 

   first_y  = y; 

  } 

 

  //chae (replace 1 line) 

  //octets_left_this_line   = (HD_WIDTH - x) * HD_DEPTH; 

  octets_left_this_line = (HD_WIDTH - x) * HD_BYTES / 

HD_PIXELS; 

  octets_left_this_packet = tx->mtu - 40 - data_len - (6 * 

(payload_count + 1));/* 8 per 6 (Versió de 6 bytes) */ 

  if (octets_left_this_packet < octets_left_this_line) { 

   l = octets_left_this_packet; 

  } else { 

   l = octets_left_this_line; 

  } 

 

     

  int totalPixels = (int)(l*HD_PIXELS/HD_BYTES); 

  unsigned minTransferUnit = HD_PIXELS / getGCD(HD_BYTES, 

HD_PIXELS); 

  int remainder  = totalPixels % minTransferUnit; 

  l = (totalPixels-remainder)*HD_BYTES/HD_PIXELS; 

   

  payload_hdr[payload_count].length   = htons(l); 
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  payload_hdr[payload_count].scan_line  = htons(y); 

  payload_hdr[payload_count].scan_offset  = (htons(x) | 

0x80); 

    payload_count++; 

 

  data_len = data_len + l; 

 

  //chae 

  //x += (l / HD_DEPTH); 

  x += l * HD_PIXELS/HD_BYTES;  

   

  if (x == HD_WIDTH) { 

   x = 0; 

   y++; 

  } 

  if (y == HD_HEIGHT) { 

   m = 1; 

  } 

  /* Is it time to send this packet? */ 

  //chae (replace 1 line) 

  //if ((y == HD_HEIGHT) || (payload_count == 10) || ((40u + 

data_len + (6u * (payload_count + 1)) + HD_DEPTH) > tx->mtu)) { 

  if ((y == HD_HEIGHT) || (payload_count == 10) || ((40u + 

data_len + (6u * (payload_count + 1)) + 

ceil((double)HD_BYTES/HD_PIXELS)) > tx->mtu)) { 

   payload_hdr[payload_count - 

1].scan_offset=payload_hdr[payload_count -1].scan_offset & 0x7F; 

/*Codi modificat per obtenir l' offset sense bit C*/ 

   //chae (replace 1 line) 

   //data = frame->data + (first_y * HD_WIDTH * 

HD_DEPTH) + (first_x * HD_DEPTH); 

   data = frame->data + (first_y * HD_WIDTH * 

HD_BYTES/HD_PIXELS) + (first_x * HD_BYTES/HD_PIXELS); 

    

    

   if(is_dual){ 

  //  if(!(tx_count%2)){ 

  //   rtp_send_data_hdr(rtp_session, ts, pt, m, 

0, 0, (char *) payload_hdr, 8 * payload_count, data, data_len, 0, 0, 

0, 0); 

  //  }else 

  //   rtp_send_data_hdr(rtp_session, ts, pt, m, 

0, 0, (char *) payload_hdr, 8 * payload_count, data, data_len, 0, 0, 

0, 1); 

  //  tx_count++; 

   }else{ 

       

 rtp_send_data_hdr_standard(rtp_session, ts, pt, m, 0, 0, (char 

*) payload_hdr, 6 * payload_count, data, data_len, 0, 0, 0, 0);/*8 per 

6*/ 

   } 

 

   payload_count = 0; 
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  } 

 } while (y < HD_HEIGHT);  

   

} 

 

Decoders.c 
 

staticvoid copy_video_p2f_standard (unsignedchar *frame, 

rtp_packet_standard *pckt) 

{ 

 /* Copy 1 rtp packet to frame for uncompressed HDTV data. */ 

 /* We limit packets to having up to 10 payload headers... */  

 uint32_t HD_BYTES = 16; 

 uint32_t HD_PIXELS = 6; 

 

 char                    *offset; 

 payload_hdr_t_standard  *curr_hdr; 

 payload_hdr_t_standard  *hdr[10]; 

 int    hdr_count = 0, i; 

 int    frame_offset = 0; 

 char   *base; 

 int    len; 

  

 //chae 

 if (FrameRate == VIDEO_FRAME_8BIT) { 

  HD_BYTES  = 4; 

  HD_PIXELS = 2; 

 } 

 //end of chae 

  

 /* figure out how many headers ? */ 

 curr_hdr = (payload_hdr_t_standard *) pckt->data; 

 while (1) { 

  hdr[hdr_count++] = curr_hdr; 

  if ((ntohs(curr_hdr->x_offset) & (1<<15)) == 0)  

  { 

    /* Last header... */ 

    break; 

  } 

  if (hdr_count == 10) { 

    /* Out of space... */ 

   break; 

  } 

  curr_hdr++; 

 } 

 

/* OK, now we can copy the data */ 

 offset=(char *) (pckt->data) + hdr_count * 6; /*8 per 6*/ 

 for (i = 0; i < hdr_count ; i++) {  
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  frame_offset = (((ntohs(hdr[i]->x_offset) & 0x7FFF) + 

(ntohs(hdr[i]->y_offset) * HD_WIDTH))) * HD_BYTES / HD_PIXELS; 

   

  base = frame + frame_offset; 

  len  = ntohs(hdr[i]->length); 

  memcpy(base,offset,len); 

  offset+=len; 

 } 

} 

 

void decode_frame_standard(struct coded_data *cdata, unsignedchar 

*frame, int mediaFlag) 

{ 

 /* Given a list of coded_data, try to decode it. This is mostly  

*/ 

 /* a placeholder function: once we have multiple codecs, it will 

*/ 

 /* get considerably more content...                              

*/ 

 while (cdata != NULL) {  //chae (replace 1 line) 

  //copy_p2f(frame, cdata->data); 

  if (mediaFlag == 1) { //video 

   copy_video_p2f_standard(frame, cdata->data); 

  } 

  else {   //audio 

   copy_audio_p2f(frame, cdata->data);  

  } 

  //end of chae 

  cdata = cdata->nxt; 

 } 

} 

 

Rtp.h 
 

typedefstruct { 

 float cua[5];    /*Cua on guardem les 

estadístiques de pèrdues*/ 

 int posicio;   /*Ens indica la posició en que s' 

ha d' afegir la última estadística*/ 

 int dades_negatives; /*Posicions de la taula en que l' 

estadística ens mostra pèrdues*/ 

 int es_rafaga;   /*Controla que no es tracti d' una 

ràfega puntual a la xarxa. BOOLEAN*/ 

 int frame_rate;  /*frame_rate per defecte i modificable si 

és escaient*/ 

 int cicles;    /*cicles de recuperació del frame 

rate*/ 

 int comparador_cicles; /*L' utilitzarem conjuntament amb 

"cicles" com a condició*/ 
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 int frame_rate_stable; /*Últim frame rate amb el que no hi havia 

pèrdues*/ 

 int estat_comunicacio; /*Històric*/ 

 int contador;    

 float perdues_mitjana; 

 int omplir_taula_completa; /*Per renovar completament les dades 

de la taula*/ 

 int reduir_frames; /*Per determinar si s' ha actuat ja o no*/ 

 int inicialitzem_control; /*Per inicialitzar la cua*/ 

 int is_RX; 

 float compensation;    /*Codi del receptor o 

el transmissor?*/ 

 

} cua_circular; 

 

typedefstruct { 

 uint32_t *csrc; 

 char  *data; 

 int   data_len; 

 unsignedchar *extn; 

 uint16_t  extn_len; /* Size of the extension in 32 bit words 

minus one */ 

 uint16_t  extn_type; /* Extension type field in the RTP packet 

header   */ 

 /* The following map directly onto the RTP packet header...   */ 

#ifdef WORDS_BIGENDIAN 

 unsignedshort   v:2;  /* packet type                */ 

 unsignedshort   p:1;  /* padding flag               */ 

 unsignedshort   x:1;  /* header extension flag      */ 

 unsignedshort   cc:4;  /* CSRC count                 */ 

 unsignedshort   m:1;  /* marker bit                 */ 

 unsignedshort   pt:7;  /* payload type               */ 

#else 

 unsignedshort   cc:4;  /* CSRC count                 */ 

 unsignedshort   x:1;  /* header extension flag      */ 

 unsignedshort   p:1;  /* padding flag               */ 

 unsignedshort   v:2;  /* packet type                */ 

 unsignedshort   pt:7;  /* payload type               */ 

 unsignedshort   m:1;  /* marker bit                 */ 

#endif 

 uint16_t          seq;  /* sequence number            */ 

 uint32_t          ts;  /* timestamp                  */ 

 uint32_t          ssrc;  /* synchronization source     */ 

 uint32_t   extseq; /* extended sequence number   */ 

 /* The csrc list, header extension and data follow, but can't */ 

 /* be represented in the struct.                              */ 

} rtp_packet_standard; 

 

Rtp.c 
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/*Funcions pel control de flux en RX*/ 

staticvoid mes_RR() 

{ 

 /*Reduim l' interval d' enviament entre RR's a 1 segon*/ 

 cua_perdues.compensation = 5.0; 

} 

staticvoid menys_RR() 

{ 

 cua_perdues.compensation = 1.21828; 

 /*Recuperem l' interval normal d' enviament entre RR's (5 segons 

aproximadament)*/ 

} 

 

staticvoid obtenir_errors() 

{ 

 

 int suma = 0; 

 switch (cua_perdues.posicio) 

 { 

  case 0: suma = ((cua_perdues.cua[0]) + cua_perdues.cua[4] + 

(cua_perdues.cua[3]*0.5) + (cua_perdues.cua[2]*0.25) + 

(cua_perdues.cua[1]*0.25))/3;  

  case 1: suma = ((cua_perdues.cua[1]) + cua_perdues.cua[0] + 

(cua_perdues.cua[4]*0.5) + (cua_perdues.cua[3]*0.25) + 

(cua_perdues.cua[2]*0.25))/3; 

  case 2: suma = ((cua_perdues.cua[2]) + cua_perdues.cua[1] + 

(cua_perdues.cua[0]*0.5) + (cua_perdues.cua[4]*0.25) + 

(cua_perdues.cua[3]*0.25))/3;  

  case 3: suma = ((cua_perdues.cua[3]) + cua_perdues.cua[2] + 

(cua_perdues.cua[1]*0.5) + (cua_perdues.cua[0]*0.25) + 

(cua_perdues.cua[4]*0.25))/3; 

  case 4: suma = ((cua_perdues.cua[4]) + cua_perdues.cua[3] + 

(cua_perdues.cua[2]*0.5) + (cua_perdues.cua[1]*0.25) + 

(cua_perdues.cua[0]*0.25))/3;  

 } 

 cua_perdues.perdues_mitjana = suma; 

 

} 

 

staticvoid control_de_flux() 

{ 

  obtenir_errors(); 

  if(cua_perdues.estat_comunicacio == 0) 

 { 

  if(cua_perdues.perdues_mitjana > 0) 

  { 

   /*Reduim el periode entre RR's {ERRORS A LA XARXA}*/ 

   mes_RR(); 

   cua_perdues.estat_comunicacio == 1; 

  }else 

  { 

   /*Augmentem el periode entre RR's o be es manté {TOT 

CORRECTE}*/ 
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   menys_RR(); 

  } 

  return; 

   

 } 

 if(cua_perdues.estat_comunicacio == 1) 

 { 

  cua_perdues.comparador_cicles ++; 

  if(cua_perdues.comparador_cicles == 5) 

  { 

   if(cua_perdues.perdues_mitjana > 0) 

   { 

    /*Reduim el periode entre RR's {ERRORS A LA 

XARXA}*/ 

    mes_RR(); 

     

   }else 

   { 

    /*Augmentem el periode entre RR's o be es manté 

{TOT CORRECTE}*/ 

    menys_RR(); 

    cua_perdues.estat_comunicacio == 0; 

   } 

 

  } 

 

 } 

} 

 

staticdouble 

rtcp_interval(struct rtp *session) 

{ 

 […] 

 if(cua_perdues.is_RX == 1) 

 { 

  control_de_flux(); 

 } 

 /* To avoid traffic bursts from unintended synchronization with   

*/ 

 /* other sites, we then pick our actual next report interval as 

a */ 

 /* random number uniformly distributed between 0.5*t and 1.5*t.   

*/ 

 return (t * (drand48() + 0.5)) / cua_perdues.compensation; 

} 

 

int 

rtp_send_data_hdr_standard(struct rtp *session,  
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                  uint32_t rtp_ts, char pt, int m,  

int cc, uint32_t csrc[],  

char *phdr, int phdr_len,  

char *data, int data_len,  

char *extn, uint16_t extn_len, uint16_t extn_type,  

int index) 

{ 

 int    buffer_len, i, rc, pad, pad_len; 

 static uint8_t  *buffer = NULL; 

 static rtp_packet_standard *packet = NULL; 

 uint8_t    initVec[8] = {0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0}; 

 struct iovec   send_vector[3]; 

 int    send_vector_len; 

 

 check_database(session); 

 

 assert(data_len > 0); 

 

 buffer_len = 14 + (4 * cc); /*cambiat per 14*/ 

 if (extn != NULL) { 

  buffer_len += (extn_len + 1) * 4; 

 } 

 

 /* Do we need to pad this packet to a multiple of 64 bits? */ 

 /* This is only needed if encryption is enabled, since DES */ 

 /* only works on multiples of 64 bits. We just calculate   */ 

 /* the amount of padding to add here, so we can reserve    */ 

 /* space - the actual padding is added later.              */ 

#ifdef NDEF 

 /* FIXME: This is broken, due to scatter send [csp]        *//* 

FIXME */ 

 if ((session->encryption_enabled) && 

     ((buffer_len % session->encryption_pad_length) != 0)) { 

  pad         = TRUE; 

  pad_len     = session->encryption_pad_length - (buffer_len 

% session->encryption_pad_length); 

  buffer_len += pad_len;  

  assert((buffer_len % session->encryption_pad_length) == 0); 

 } else { 

  pad     = FALSE; 

  pad_len = 0; 

 } 

#endif 

 pad     = FALSE; /* FIXME */ 

 pad_len = 0; 

 

 /* Allocate memory for the packet... */ 

 if (buffer == NULL) { 

  assert(buffer_len < RTP_MAX_PACKET_LEN); 

  buffer = (uint8_t *) malloc(buffer_len + 

RTP_PACKET_HEADER_SIZE); 

  packet = (rtp_packet_standard *) buffer; 

 } 
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 send_vector[0].iov_base = buffer + RTP_PACKET_HEADER_SIZE; 

 send_vector[0].iov_len  = buffer_len; 

 send_vector_len = 1; 

 

 /* These are internal pointers into the buffer... */ 

#ifdef NDEF 

 packet->csrc = (uint32_t *) (buffer + RTP_PACKET_HEADER_SIZE + 

14); /*cambiat per 14*/ 

 packet->extn = (uint8_t  *) (buffer + RTP_PACKET_HEADER_SIZE + 

14 + (4 * cc)); 

 packet->data = (uint8_t  *) (buffer + RTP_PACKET_HEADER_SIZE + 

14 + (4 * cc)); 

 if (extn != NULL) { 

  packet->data += (extn_len + 1) * 4; 

 } 

#endif 

 /* ...and the actual packet header... */ 

 packet->v    = 2; 

 packet->p    = pad; 

 packet->x    = (extn != NULL); 

 packet->cc   = cc; 

 packet->m    = m; 

 packet->pt   = pt; 

 packet->seq  = htons(session->rtp_seq++); 

 packet->ts   = htonl(rtp_ts); 

 packet->ssrc = htonl(session->my_ssrc); 

 

 if (htons(packet->seq) == 0) 

 { 

  packet->extseq = htons(session->rtp_extseq++); 

 } 

 

 /* ...now the CSRC list... */ 

 for (i = 0; i < cc; i++) { 

  packet->csrc[i] = htonl(csrc[i]); 

 } 

 /* ...a header extension? */ 

 if (extn != NULL) { 

  /* We don't use the packet->extn_type field here, that's 

for receive only... */ 

  uint16_t *base = (uint16_t *) packet->extn; 

  base[0] = htons(extn_type); 

  base[1] = htons(extn_len); 

  memcpy(packet->extn + 4, extn, extn_len * 4); 

 } 

 /* ...the payload header... */ 

 if (phdr != NULL) { 

  send_vector[send_vector_len].iov_base = phdr; 

  send_vector[send_vector_len].iov_len  = phdr_len; 

  send_vector_len++; 

 } 

 /* ...and the media data... */ 

 send_vector[send_vector_len].iov_base = data; 
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 send_vector[send_vector_len].iov_len  = data_len; 

 send_vector_len++; 

 

#ifdef NDEF  /* FIXME */ 

 /* ...and any padding... */ 

 if (pad) { 

  for (i = 0; i < pad_len; i++) { 

   buffer[buffer_len + RTP_PACKET_HEADER_SIZE - pad_len 

+ i] = 0; 

  } 

  buffer[buffer_len + RTP_PACKET_HEADER_SIZE - 1] = (char) 

pad_len; 

 } 

#endif 

  

 /* Finally, encrypt if desired... */ 

 if (session->encryption_enabled) { 

  assert((buffer_len % session->encryption_pad_length) == 0); 

  (session->encrypt_func)(session, buffer + 

RTP_PACKET_HEADER_SIZE, buffer_len, initVec);  

 } 

 

 /* send here                     */ 

 rc = udp_sendv(session->rtp_socket[index], send_vector, 

send_vector_len); 

  

 /* Update the RTCP statistics... */ 

 session->we_sent     = TRUE; 

 session->rtp_pcount += 1; 

 session->rtp_bcount += buffer_len; 

 gettimeofday(&session->last_rtp_send_time, NULL); 

 

 check_database(session); 

 return rc; 

} 

 

staticvoid Omplir_Taula(int percentatge_perdues) 

{ 

 float fract_lost = (percentatge_perdues * 100.0)/256.0; 

 cua_perdues.cua[cua_perdues.posicio] = fract_lost; 

 cua_perdues.posicio = (cua_perdues.posicio + 1)%5; 

 /*si detectem pèrdua passem a comprobar la taula*/ 

} 

 

staticint format_report_blocks(rtcp_rr *rrp, int remaining_length, 

struct rtp *session) 

{ 

 […] 
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 if(cua_perdues.is_RX == 1) 

    { 

     Omplir_Taula(fraction); 

    } 

} 

 

Rtp_callback.h 
 

typedefstruct { 

 uint16_t        length;       /* pixels */ 

 uint16_t        y_offset;       /* pixels */ 

 uint16_t        x_offset;         /* pixels */ 

 /*uint16_t        flags;*/ 

} payload_hdr_t_standard; 

 

Rtp_callback.c 
 

/*-------------------------------------------\\FUNCIONS DEL CONTROL DE 

FLUX//----------------------------------------------------------*/ 

/*Aquesta taula es comprobarà cada cop que es generi un nou report. 

Depenent del valor de suma i posicions s' actuarà d' una manera 

determinada*/ 

staticvoid Inicialitzar_Cua() 

{ 

 //printf("Entro per primer cop al control de flux \n"); 

 int i; 

 for(i = 0 ; i < 5; i++) 

 { 

  cua_perdues.cua[i] = 0; 

 } 

 cua_perdues.posicio = 0; 

 cua_perdues.dades_negatives = 0; 

 cua_perdues.es_rafaga = 1; 

 cua_perdues.frame_rate = 60; 

 cua_perdues.cicles = 5; 

 cua_perdues.comparador_cicles = 0; 

 cua_perdues.frame_rate_stable = 60; 

 cua_perdues.estat_comunicacio = 0; 

 cua_perdues.contador = 0; 

 cua_perdues.perdues_mitjana=0; 

 cua_perdues.omplir_taula_completa = 0; 

 cua_perdues.reduir_frames = 0; 

 cua_perdues.inicialitzem_control = 0; 

} 

staticint Comprobar_Taula() 

{ 

 int dades_comprobades = 0; 
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 int posicio_amb_error = 0; 

 int i; 

 printf("Estic comprovant la taula \n"); 

 for( i = 0; i < 5 ; i++ ) 

 { 

  dades_comprobades = i; 

  if(cua_perdues.cua[i] > 0) 

  { 

   posicio_amb_error ++; 

  } 

  cua_perdues.dades_negatives = posicio_amb_error; 

  if(cua_perdues.dades_negatives > 2) 

  { 

   /*Perdues*/ 

   cua_perdues.dades_negatives = posicio_amb_error; 

   cua_perdues.contador = dades_comprobades; 

   printf ("TRUE"); 

   return TRUE; /*Tenim pèrdues. Cal reduir BW*/ 

  } 

   

 } 

 return FALSE;/*Ràfega. Tot correcte*/ 

  

  

} 

/**/ 

staticvoid Reduir_Frames() 

{ 

 printf("Merda, hem de reduir el framerate \n"); 

 if(cua_perdues.frame_rate <= 1) 

 { 

  return; 

 } 

  /*Reduïr temps entre RR*/ 

  int frames_reduits = 0; 

  obtenir_errors(); 

  frames_reduits = 

(((cua_perdues.perdues_mitjana)*cua_perdues.frame_rate)/100) + 1; 

  cua_perdues.frame_rate = cua_perdues.frame_rate - 

frames_reduits; 

  printf("El framerate actual es %d", 

cua_perdues.frame_rate); 

  cua_perdues.estat_comunicacio = 1; 

  

 

 

} 

 

staticvoid EstableN() 

{ 

 printf("Hem estabilitzat el sistema"); 

 if(cua_perdues.cicles <21) 

 { 
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  cua_perdues.cicles = cua_perdues.cicles + 5; 

 } 

 cua_perdues.frame_rate_stable = cua_perdues.frame_rate; 

 cua_perdues.estat_comunicacio = 2; 

 

 

} 

 

/*====================================================================

========*/ 

 

void obtenir_errors() 

{ 

 printf("Entrem a obtenir errors"); 

 

 int suma = 0; 

 switch (cua_perdues.posicio) 

 { 

  case 0: suma = ((cua_perdues.cua[0]) + cua_perdues.cua[4] + 

(cua_perdues.cua[3]*0.5) + (cua_perdues.cua[2]*0.25) + 

(cua_perdues.cua[1]*0.25))/3;  

  case 1: suma = ((cua_perdues.cua[1]) + cua_perdues.cua[0] + 

(cua_perdues.cua[4]*0.5) + (cua_perdues.cua[3]*0.25) + 

(cua_perdues.cua[2]*0.25))/3; 

  case 2: suma = ((cua_perdues.cua[2]) + cua_perdues.cua[1] + 

(cua_perdues.cua[0]*0.5) + (cua_perdues.cua[4]*0.25) + 

(cua_perdues.cua[3]*0.25))/3;  

  case 3: suma = ((cua_perdues.cua[3]) + cua_perdues.cua[2] + 

(cua_perdues.cua[1]*0.5) + (cua_perdues.cua[0]*0.25) + 

(cua_perdues.cua[4]*0.25))/3; 

  case 4: suma = ((cua_perdues.cua[4]) + cua_perdues.cua[3] + 

(cua_perdues.cua[2]*0.5) + (cua_perdues.cua[1]*0.25) + 

(cua_perdues.cua[0]*0.25))/3;  

 } 

 cua_perdues.perdues_mitjana = suma; 

 

} 

staticvoid recuperar_xarxa() 

{ 

 printf("Augmentem el framerate"); 

 /*RR cada 5 segons*/ 

 /*He d' esperar a que es cridi la funció Omplir_Taula 5 cops*/ 

 cua_perdues.frame_rate = cua_perdues.frame_rate ++; 

 /*Comprobar que sigo sin pérdidas. Si pérdidas = 0, sigo. Si hay 

pérdidas vuelvo a ESTABLE*/ 

 

} 

 

 

staticvoid control_de_flux() 

{ 

 //printf("ComenÃa el control de flux"); 

 int error = Comprobar_Taula(); 
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 if(cua_perdues.inicialitzem_control == 0) 

 { 

  Inicialitzar_Cua(); 

  cua_perdues.inicialitzem_control = 1; 

 } 

 if(cua_perdues.estat_comunicacio == 0) 

 { 

  if (error) 

  { 

   Reduir_Frames(); 

   return; 

  } 

  return; 

 } 

 if(cua_perdues.estat_comunicacio == 1) 

 { 

  cua_perdues.comparador_cicles ++; 

  if(cua_perdues.comparador_cicles == cua_perdues.cicles) 

  { 

   cua_perdues.comparador_cicles = 0; 

   obtenir_errors(); 

   if(cua_perdues.perdues_mitjana == 0) 

   { 

    cua_perdues.cicles = 0; 

    EstableN(); 

    return; 

 

 

   } 

   else 

   { 

    Reduir_Frames(); 

    return; 

   } 

   return; 

  } 

 } 

 if(cua_perdues.estat_comunicacio == 2) 

 { 

  cua_perdues.comparador_cicles ++; 

  if(cua_perdues.comparador_cicles == cua_perdues.cicles) 

  { 

   cua_perdues.comparador_cicles = 0; 

   obtenir_errors(); 

   if(cua_perdues.perdues_mitjana == 0) 

   { 

    recuperar_xarxa(); 

    if(cua_perdues.frame_rate == 30) 

    { 

     cua_perdues.estat_comunicacio = 0; 

     return; 

    } 

    return; 
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   }else 

   { 

    cua_perdues.frame_rate = 

cua_perdues.frame_rate_stable; 

    EstableN(); 

    cua_perdues.estat_comunicacio = 1; 

    return; 

   } 

 

  } 

  return; 

 } 

  

} 

 

/*----------------------------------------------------FI DE LES 

FUNCIONS DE CONTROL DE FLUX-------------------------------------------

----------------------*/ 

staticvoid Omplir_Taula(int percentatge_perdues) 

{ 

 float fract_lost = (percentatge_perdues * 100.0)/256.0; 

 cua_perdues.cua[cua_perdues.posicio] = fract_lost; 

 cua_perdues.posicio = (cua_perdues.posicio + 1)%5; 

 /*si detectem pèrdua passem a comprobar la taula*/ 

} 

 

staticvoid 

process_rr(struct rtp *session, rtp_event *e) 

{ 

 float  fract_lost=0; 

 float  tmp; 

        uint32_t ntp_sec, ntp_frac, pcount;  

 uint32_t now=0; 

 rtcp_rr  *r = (rtcp_rr *) e->data; 

 double  elasped; 

 //if(cua_perdues.inicialitzem_control == 0) 

 //{ 

 // Inicialitzar_Cua(); 

 // cua_perdues.inicialitzem_control = 1; 

 //} 

 printf("Estem dintre de la funcio Process Receiver Report"); 

 if (e->ssrc == rtp_my_ssrc(session)) { 

  /* Filter out loopback reports */ 

  return; 

 } 

 

 if (r->ssrc == rtp_my_ssrc(session)) { 

  /* Received a reception quality report for data we are 

sending.  */ 

  /*                                                               

*/ 

  /* Check for excessive congestion: exit if it occurs, to 

protect */ 
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  /* other users of the network.                                   

*/ 

  fract_lost = (r->fract_lost * 100.0) / 256.0; /* 

percentage lost packets */ 

  if(cua_perdues.is_RX == 0) 

  { 

   Omplir_Taula(r->fract_lost); 

  } 

  int i; 

  for ( i = 0 ; i<6 ; i++) 

  { 

   printf("CUA COMPLETA %.2f%% \n", cua_perdues.cua[i]); 

  } 

/*   

  if (fract_lost > 20) {  

   printf("Receiver 0x%08x reports excessive congestion, 

exiting\n", e->ssrc); 

   exit(1); 

  } 

*/ 

 

 

  /* Compute network round-trip time:                              

*/ 

  if (r->lsr != 0) { 

   ntp64_time(&ntp_sec, &ntp_frac); 

   now = ntp64_to_ntp32(ntp_sec, ntp_frac);  

 

   if ((now < r->lsr) || (now - r->lsr < r->dlsr)) { 

    /* Packet arrived before it was sent, ignore. 

This represents */ 

    /* a bug in the remote: either our timestamp 

was incorrectly  */ 

    /* echoed back to us, or the remote 

miscalculated in time for */ 

    /* which it held the packet.                                  

*/ 

    debug_msg("Bogus RTT from 0x%08x ignored\n", e-

>ssrc); 

   } else { 

    tmp = ((float) (now-r->lsr-r->dlsr))/65536.0; 

/* RTT in seconds */ 

    RTT = tmp * 1000000; /* RTT in usec */ 

   } 

   debug_msg("  RTT=%d usec\n", RTT); 

  } 

 } 

 

 

 elasped = (now - rr_prev)/65536.0; 

 pcount = rtp_pcount(session) - rr_pcount_prev; 

 rr_prev = now; 

 rr_pcount_prev = rtp_pcount(session); 
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 //printf("(measure) pcount # is : %d\n", rtp_pcount(session)); 

 //printf("(measure-sender) %.3f Gbps\n", 

pcount*9000.0/1024/1024/1024/elasped*8); 

 printf("(measure-sender(SSRC: %d)) %.2f%% loss, RTT is %d usec, 

jitter is %d usec\n",r->ssrc, fract_lost, RTT, r->jitter); 

} 

 

rtp_recv_callback(struct rtp *session, rtp_event *e) 

{ 

 rtcp_app *pckt_app     = (rtcp_app *)   e->data; 

 rtp_packet *pckt_rtp     = (rtp_packet *) e->data; 

 struct pdb *participants = (struct pdb *) 

rtp_get_userdata(session); 

 struct pdb_e *state        = pdb_get(participants, e->ssrc); 

 struct timeval  curr_time; 

 

 switch (e->type) { 

 case RX_RTP: 

  pbuf_insert(state->playout_buffer, pckt_rtp); 

  tfrc_recv_data(state->tfrc_state, curr_time, pckt_rtp->seq, 

pckt_rtp->data_len+40); 

  break; 

 case RX_RTCP_START: 

  break; 

 case RX_RTCP_FINISH: 

  break; 

 case RX_SR: 

  process_sr(session, e); 

  break; 

 case RX_RR: 

  process_rr(session, e); 

  if(cua_perdues.is_RX == 0) 

  { 

   control_de_flux(); 

  } 

  break; 

 case RX_RR_EMPTY: 

  break; 

 case RX_SDES: 

  process_sdes(participants, e->ssrc, (rtcp_sdes_item *) e-

>data); 

  break; 

 case RX_APP: 

         pckt_app   = (rtcp_app *)   e->data; 

  if (strncmp(pckt_app->name, "RTT_", 4) == 0) { 

   assert(pckt_app->length  = 3); 

   assert(pckt_app->subtype = 0); 

   gettimeofday(&curr_time, NULL); 

//   tfrc_recv_rtt(state->tfrc_state, curr_time, 

ntohl(*((int *) pckt_app->data))); 

  } 

  break; 

 case RX_BYE: 
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  break; 

 case SOURCE_DELETED: 

  //chae (insert for delete pdb_node that source is deleted) 

  //procedure : rtp_updates->rtp_update->delete_source-

>callback_by_SOURCE_DELETED 

   

  pdb_remove(participants, e->ssrc, NULL); 

  //end of chae 

   

  break; 

 case SOURCE_CREATED: 

  pdb_add(participants, e->ssrc); 

  break; 

 case RR_TIMEOUT: 

  break; 

 default: 

  debug_msg("Unknown RTP event (type=%d)\n", e->type); 

 } 

} 

 




